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The Committee:

MATTERS REQUIRING THE ATTENTION OF THE COUNCIL

Imple entation of the Programme of Work 1984-86

was satisfied that the orientation and activities had been in line
with guidance given by the Committee on Agriculture and the Governing
Bodies as agreed in the Programme of Work and Budget (para. 12).

urged Member Nations responsible for delays and shortfalls in their
contributions to honour their obligations promptly (para. 12).

requested that the study for Latin America and the Caribbean should
propose practical solutions for the region's agricultural problems,
including their effects on, and the prevention of migration to urban
areas (para. 14).

reviewed the eight programmes under Major Programme 2.1 Agriculture
and made a number of recommendations concerning them (paras. 15
through 67).

Medium and Long-Term Outlook for Food and Agricultural Development and Summary
Programme of Work and Budget 1988-89

urged that every attempt be made to achieve earlier distribution of
the Summary Programme of Work and Budget document for COAG (para 70).

suggested that at future sessions the Committee might consider the
three documents for Items 3, 4 and 5 simultaneously, thus enabling it
to focus more clearly on all aspects relevant to individual programmes
(para. 72).

(iii) agreed with the assessment of long-term trends contained in document
COAG/84/4 and placed particular stress on indications of a further
imbalance in the world food system, with surpluses in some regions
accompanied by chronic shortages in others, and on the threat to the
environment arising from pollution and the degradation of natural
resources (para. 78).

endorsed the eight principal goals identified for world agriculture.
While the relative importance of the eight goals varied both
nationally and regionally, they had sufficient universality to provide
the basic framework for FAO's medium-term objectives and programme of
work (para. 79).

placed particular stress on the need to improve the international
trading environment for agricultural commodities, and on the

importance of consideration of agricultural trade during the new round
of multilateral trade negotiations launched at Punta del Este under
the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
(para. 80).

expressed its support of and general agreement on the scope and direc-
tion of the programme, and the shifts proposed, which reflected the
wishes of Member Nations as expressed in the Conference, the Council,
the Regional Conferences, and other intergovernmental fora (para 81).

agreed that the proposals constituted an appropriate basis for the
elaboration of the full Programme of Work and Budget (para 81).

endorsed in general the overall programme priorities, which centred on
promotion of food production and increase in food security, and had
been determined by the need to ensure both continuity and innovation
(para. 82).
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expressed concern that millions of people in the drylands would still
be short of food even if inputs were increased to the levels currently
used in commercial farming within dryland areas (para. 165).

recognized that the out-migration appeared to be inevitable in many
areas at present low levels of economic growth and high rates of
population increase, since agricultural production was declining
because of over-grazing, soil erosion and environmental degradation
(para. 165).

stressed the importance of national policy decisions in overcoming the
constraints to improving productivity reviewed in the report (para.
168).

drew attention to the need to give national priority to dryland
development and to promote an integrated approach (para. 168).

endorsed in general the Organization's priorities in means of action
and considered that the improvement of information systems and

and implementation of development programmes (para. 83).

enhancement of data bases was essential to enable the Organization to
respond to the needs of Member Nations for policy analysis and advice,

made observations, including some recommendations, on individual
programmes 2.1.1 through 2.1.8 (paras. 84 through 153).

Role of Food Quality and Standards in Food Security, Trade and Health

(i) stressed the importance of the activities of the FAO/WHO Food
Standards Programme in removing non-tariff trade barriers to
international trade and in promoting consumer protection in the area
of food quality and safety (para 154).

endorsed the leading role of FAO in assisting countries, especially
developing countries, in strengthening national food control
strategies and infrastructure (para 154).

called upon Member Governments to increase their formal acceptances of
recommended Codex standards and contaminant limits (para. 155).

stressed the need for up-dating food legislation and regulations so
that they encompassed the work of the Codex Alimentarius Commission;
for close cooperation between government ministries and agencies
concerned and for close links between government, the food industry,
and educational and research institutions; for regional coordination
and for promoting technical cooperation between developing countries
with a view to sharing information and experience through regional and
subregional training programmes (para. 156).

called attention to the large volume of trade problems, such as
rejections of contaminated or improperly labelled foodstuffs, caused
by non-compliance with recommended international food standards and
pointed out that improved programmes of governmental food control and
food industry food quality control could eliminate such problems
(para. 157).

encouraged the Codex Alimentarius Commission to emphasize work on
topics such as food additives, pesticide residues, food contaminants
and food labelling which are common to all trade in foodstuffs and
have a significant impact on food safety to consumers (para. 160).

expressed its full support for the recommendations to governments and
FAO (para. 162).

proving Productivity of Dryland Areas
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emphasized the need to give priority to applied and adaptive research

into agriculture, forestry and hydrology, and noted the location-

-specific nature of much of this research (para. 169).

emphasized that all policies should be formulated on the basis of an
understanding of current practices, and that specialist advice should
be guided by an appreciation of the overall system (para. 171).

recommended that soil conservation should be organized on a watershed
basis, and that water harvesting and improved efficiency in the use of
water resources should recieve high priority (para. 172).

endorsed the promotion of policies to control fires that destroy
valuable crop residues, shrubs and grass fodder (para. 173).

endorsed a range of programme components for the implementation of
dryland policies and noted that the variation in geography and
economic development made it impossible to advocate standardized

programmes (para. 175).

agreed that it would be useful for FAO to identify and document proven
approaches within member countries, perhaps by undertaking a series of
case studies (para. 176).

stressed the importance of cooperation and coordination with UNEP and
other UN agencies, international research institutes and other

relevant bodies (para. 177).

(xii) recommended that FAO take the initiative in coordinating TCDC activ-
ities for drylands development, and stressed the role of South-South
cooperation and regional coordination (para. 178).

The Effects of Land Tenure and Fragmentation of Farm Holdings on
Agricultural Development

(i) agreed that a wider distribution of land would result in higher
output, income and employment of the rural poor, provided that
complementary changes in supporting service structures, delivery
systems and technologies which are based on the small farmers' needs,
capabilities and resources, are undertaken (para 182).

emphasized the potential role of tenancy regulation as part of
programmes of more widespread access to land and the role of

beneficiaries' organizations in their implementation (para. 183).

(iii) felt that a reduction of the dualism in Latin American agriculture by
transferring land from large and under-utilized farms in order to
expand the base of medium and small-scale farms, would contribute both
to growth as well as to equity, if accompanied also by appropriate
changes in production structures and supporting services to the
beneficiaries (para. 184).

recommended that country-specific studies be undertaken by FAO on the
effects of the plantation system in different country situations, with
special regard to their growth and equity effects (para. 184).

felt that customary tenure needed further investigation (para 185).

urged the monitoring of tenurial changes in Africa, including studies
of options to safeguard and ensure women's rights to land (para. 185).

urged a vigorous policy of rural industrialization and non-farm
employment, which alone could complement the emerging reality of
multitudes of under-employed farmers in most of the developing regions
(para. 186).

CL 91/9
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viii) recommended that as E rural industrialization and non-farm
employment -kA0 should wot:1: ift cooperation and coordination with ILO,
UNIDO and Unesco (para 183).

recommended that while FAO should assist countries on request in
undertaking feasibility studies and evaluations of their programmes
for the consolidation of holdings, it should also investigate
alternative approaches and means of overcoming any diseconomies caused
by fragmentation (para 187).

(x) recommended that FAO should assist countries in formulating policies
and programmes along the lines indicated in the paragraph, in
cooperation wherever appropriate with other concerned agencies, such
as ILO, UNIDO and Unesco (para. 188).

urged that countries and FAO should undertake further investigations
(i.e. regarding women's rights of access to land) as a basis for
adequate policy formulation, but especially should concentrate on
policies and programmes to provide women with full rights of access to
land (para 189).

recommended that FAO should assist countries in undertaking specific
studies on the environmental effects of land tenure under different
types of tenure and under different demographic conditions
(para. 190).

recommended that FAO's future work in the field of land tenure and
agrarian reform should be more specifically oriented to the needs of
the individual countries (para. 191).

Strategies and Requirements for Improved Production of Roots, Tubers and Plantains

stressed the need for coordinated research efforts between national
institutions, International Agricultural Research Centres and

specialized institutions concerned with these crops (para 199).

recommended the establishment and development of rapid propagation
technologies and nurseries to supply the farmer with sufficient
quantities of improved and healthy planting material (para. 202).

stressed the need to improve production of these crops in view of
their effective and potential contribution to national self-reliance
in food, particularly in the regions of humid tropics and the areas of
the sub-humid tropics where agro-climatic conditions were most

fav'ourable (para. 192).

agreed that studies of many lesser-known traditional root species

should be continued to assess their agronomic potential and

nutritional value (para. 193).

agreed that, to overcome the problem of the poor post-harvest keeping
qualities of roots, tubers and plantains, a concerted effort to
improve post-harvest handling and storage, marketing and processing
was necessary (para. 195).

emphasized that research and development efforts should concentrate on
meeting consumer requirements in terms of convenience and price, while
at the same time ensuring appropriate farmer remuneration

(para. 196).

(y) recommended that sound national data bases on the supply and demand
situation and market characteristics and requirements should be

developed to provide country-specific information upon which rational
research and production efforts could be based (para 197).
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stressed that adequate attention should be paid to nutritional aspects
(para. 203).

emphasized the important role of women in the production, processing
and marketing of roots, tubers and plantains, particularly in Africa,
and stressed the need for appropriate policies and activities to reach
the female members of farming families (para. 204).

recommended that detailed studies of marketing systems and marketing
costs should be conducted to identify ways in which these systems
could be assisted and stressed the need for the development of a full
understanding of different consumer demands to assist in the develop-
ment of appropriate processing technologies (para. 206).

(xi) urged that special studies should be made of economic post-harvest
treatment and storage of fresh cassava, solanum potatoes and sweet
potatoes (para. 207).

xii) recommended that FAO continue and strengthen its activities in roots,
tubers and plantains, in particular the development and implementation
of field programmes (para. 210).

Other Business

noted that the Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of
the Committee, would prepare a provisional agenda for its Tenth
Session (para. 211).

agreed that one agenda item should deal with a nutritional subject
(para. 212).

iii) agreed that 3 development topics would be chosen; the following
possible topics received support from a number of members:

People's participation in agricultural and rural development

Environmental aspects of agricultural development;

Protection of animal genetic resources;

Economic significance of tobacco and its prospects;

Improvement of regional distribution and marketing of agricultural
products.

(para 213).

The following additional topics were also suggested: Appropriate
integration of agriculture and forestry; Remote sensing for early
warning and resources management; Transfer of technology;
Diversification of crops in substitution of coca and other drug crops;
Biotechnology and agriculture; Energy and rural development
(para. 213).

(v) agreed to the suggestion of the Chairman that consideration of
possible consecutive meetings of the Committee on Forestry and the
Committee on Agriculture would provide the opportunity for members of
each Committee to participate in the sessions of both Committees
(para. 214).

Date and Place of Next Session

(i) recognized the advantage of holding Committee sessions somewhat later
in the year, possibly in the second half of April or early in May,
noting that the Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of
the Committee, would propose the exact date taking fully into account
the overall meetings schedule of the Organization (para. 215).

CL 91/9 - vi -
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INTRODUCTION

The Ninth Session (Rome, 23 March-1 April 1987) was attended by representatives of
82 of the 96 Member Nations of the Committee, by observers from 5 other Member Nations of
FAO, and by the Permanent Observer of the Holy See. Representatives of 6 other bodies
and organizations of the United Nations, representatives of the European Economic
Community, and of 3 intergovernmental organizations, and observers from 16 international
organizations having status with FAO and an observer from 1 organization not having
status with FAO also participated. The list of Members of the Committee is attached as
Appendix B, and the list of delegates, representatives and observers as Appendix C.

Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairmen

In accordance with Rule I of its Rules of Procedures, the Committee elected
Dr. D.F.R. Sommer (Federal Republic of Germany) as Chairman of the Committee, Mr. M. Were
(Kenya) as First Vice-Chairman, and H.E. Ariza Hidalgo (Cuba) as Second Vice-Chairman.

Adoption of the Agenda and Timetable for the Session

The Agenda as adopted is set out in Appendix A, and the list of documents is given
in Appendix D.

The Committee appointed the following members to the Drafting Committee:

Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Cameroon, Canada, Cape Verde, India, Lebanon,
Lesotho, Panama, Philippines, Sweden and Turkey. Mr. V.K. Sibal (India) served as
Chairman of the Drafting Committee.

Statement by the Director-General

The Committee heard a statement by Mr. Edouard Saouma, Director-General, which is
attached as Appendix E.

Statement of H.E. Gerrit J.M. Braks, Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries of the
Netherlands

The Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries of the Netherlands had been invited by
the Director-General to address the meeting. His statement was read by the Permanent
Representative of the Netherlands to FAO as the Minister was prevented by his duties from
attending the meeting.

The statement pointed out the key role agriculture plays as pacemaker of socio-
economic development at large. It focused on the importance of developing agricultural
organizations and emphasized the mission FAO has to fulfil as adviser in agricultural
policy. It reviewed the important role farmers have played in the development of
agriculture in the Nether/ands and the way farmers' associations and the Government have
interacted in creating an efficient environment for agricultural development.

Based on the experience of the Netherlands, the statement highlighted four
conclusions that could be applicable in the developing world. First, any approach to
development has to start at the base. Secondly, cooperation of farmers among themselves
is a necessity in order to influence political decision-making and the market. Thirdly,
there is a need for government intervention for creating a favourable environment for
development. Fourthly, division of responsibilities between farmers and the government is
crucial. Given the importance of government involvement, expertise in agricultural
policy has increasing weight, provision of which, on the international level, is the

unique mandate of FAO. The Organization should therefore perform increasingly as the
main multilateral policy adviser in agriculture.

The statement further emphasized the need for the enhancement of the position of
ministries of agriculture. Their competence should not be confined to production but
extend also to agricultural research, education, and extension as well as to land
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development, the processing and marketing of agricultural products, import and export

policy and related financing.

10. The statement also called for the strengthening of FAO's position of leadership
within the international community and for improved arrangements with international
financial institutions in order to ensure a concerted multilateral effort in agricultural
development. The statement stressed that it was necessary for all Member Nations to
cooperate in an open and constructive manner to reach the fundamental goals and further
the missions of the Organization.

REVIEW OF FAO'S PROGRAMME OF WORK IN THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

Implementation of the Programme of Work 1984-86

The Committee appreciated the quality and concise nature of the Report on

Implementation of the Programme of Work 1984-86. It noted that earlier requests of the
Committee had been taken into account in preparing the report, which now covered the
previous biennial period in full, together with the first year of the current biennium.
Some members felt the report would benefit from the presentation of some qualitative
analysis of the performance and effectiveness of selected priority activities over a
longer period. Other members, however, suggested that this would lead to am undesirable
increase in the length of the basic Implementation Report and that am indepth evaluation
was an extremely costly process. In this regard, the three independent evaluations
commissioned by the Director-General, of the Food Security Assistance Scheme, the Seed
Improvement and Development Programme, and the Control of African Animal Trypanosomiasis
and Related Development, were particularly welcomed.

In reviewing the work of the Major Programme, the Committee was satisfied that the
orientation and activities had been in line with guidance given by the Committee on
Agriculture and the Governing Bodies as agreed in the Programme of Work and Budget.
The upward trend of output in all areas of the Major Programme's work was noted with
satisfaction. The Committee regretted the need to make programme adjustments during the
biennium which resulted in a slow-down in activities. The Member Nations responsible for
delays and shortfalls in their contributions were urged to honour their obligations
promptly. The upturn in the level of UNDP resource commitments was noted with satis-
faction, as was the catalytic role played by the FAO Technical Cooperation Programme
(TCP) and the major contribution of Trust Funds to Field Programme expenditure. Italy's
commitment as the largest Trust Fund donor was appreciated. The emphasis placed on the
use of scarce FAO resources in Africa was in full accord with needs. The effectiveness
of resources had been enhanced through close collaboration with other agencies and
international institutions. The Committee expressed concern that greater extra-budgetary
resources could not be mobilised for FAO's work in the areas of Food and Agricultural
Policy and Nutrition.

The emphasis of the Major Programme on training, both in the development of
training packages and direct training of higher and middle-level personnel was very
relevant to the needs of member countries. Also of particular prioriLy was the provision
of direct advice to them. The on training women was esseacial in view of their
major role in agriculture. In training, as in other aeeas, it. was notable that
coordination between Headquarter, Regional Offices and the Field Programme had been
further strengthened and the important role of the Regional Offices was appreciated. A
number of members indicated their concern about the noticeable reduction in training
financed from Regular Programme resources in 1986, mainly due to the programme
adjustments. At a time of resource constraint, a number of members suggested that
training and advisory services should continue to receive priority over publica;:iohs and
that it was important to ensure that publications reached the target audience

11 COAG/87/3; COAG/87/3-Sup.1



The Committee endorsed the work under this pro :amme, on
planning. Some members stressed the desirability ce: in L,

in order to cover more regions/countries. The Committee -,,eed the to eLei.i
activities in the Near East Region to include the assessment of potentia.7.s of maeginal
lands and ground water resources. It also stressed the importance of the griculloral
Ecological Zone (AU) and crop potential studies and their further application b7
countries. It commended FAO for its collaboration with other assistance agencies.

The Committee welcomed the practical demonstrations of the FAO farming systems
approach in Africa, Latin America and Asia including the preparation of improved farm
plana. It commended the farm survey training courses undertaken and proposed increased
farming sysCems reseach activities.

The Committee noted with concern the lack of support to the International
Fertilizer Scheme (IFS) and emphasized the need for its continuation. It expressed
satisfaction with the activities carried out in the field of biological nitrogen fixation
and integrated plant nutrition systems, and expressed appreciation of the work carried
out under the fertilizer programme.

The Committee stressed the particular importance of water development and
manement and endorsed the work carried out under this sub-programme. It supported the
coatiTniation of assistance on improved maintenance and operation of existing-schemes, and
stres,sed that small-scale irrigation development must receive emphasis in the Fueure.
The Committee also stressed the need for farmers to fully participate in irrigation
development. It endorsed FAO's cooperation with other agencies and countries and,urged
the strengthening of training on improved irrigation methods. The importance of the-use
of marginal quality water and treated sewage effluent for agriculture was emphasied,

19, The Commi::tee endorsed the work on the oae of marginal land ard soil conservation.
Priority must 'Ik=aive co i-C)re scientific apploach to soil consec7c,tion.

2.1.2 Crops

The Committee endorsed the programme aiming at the furl:her developmeT:c md usc of
new crops and varieties with increased production tial am: Fuapted to

agro-ecological conditions. It appreciated the assistance ided to r countries
to introduce crop production and protectioa techniques as wrll as crop 7ation and

tvanf:Zo.emation techniques.

The Committee noted with satisfaction the efforts made to assist member countries
in horticultural, vegetable, industrial crop and rice production. It appreciated the
coordination programmea for the development and transfer of technology on food legumes
and the increased attention given to roots, tubers and plantains.

- 3 - CL 91/9

14. The Committee recoguied Me elct..;.ve nce,-ribcr deveioameea. ami v
raso' ot k. -, o C,,,211

rl(?(Je" ,"4",y2",:, , ,
j"

Thc .rji irW otc rl S.0.(' E. JatLt r, ", 4. Li

was requested lhatchi. study should propoe pract-lccl sr,)nas ,The
agricullural proWee)s, including cheir effects on; an6 lhe draqootien adlrerae._oa te,
urban F,reas. FAO provided a unique forum for the wheinationai discuosioa of Me poiley
implications of such studies and policy issues in agricultole in grneral, The .;'..em,,stanee
of Technical Cooperation between Developing Countries (TCDC) especially uith
training, transfer of technology and exchange rcf research findings and, in T'arciceJlaz che
role of carefully selected networks, was stressed. The CoolmiLLee eenognied that
comprehensive FAO regional studies helped to peomote TCbC. PA') assiscdnce had Falso nor-,
of importance in developing countries' capacities to carry ouc hrir OVn StUfi3.

2.1.1 Natural Resources
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The COmmittee agreed with the emphasis given to the Seed Improvement and

Development Programme (SIDP) and the encouragement given to the exchange of varieties and

.sneliweetzl planting material. It welcomed the evaluation of the SIDP that was
esiieutiy un,lerway.

The Committee recognized the role of the International Undertaking on Plant Genetic
Resources, which aims to ensure that plant genetic resources would be freely available
for plant breeding and scientific purposes. It agreed that use of plant genetic
resources would be improved by strengthening plant breeding programmes. The Committee

welcomed the increased cooperation between FAO and the International Board for Plant
Genetic Resources (IBPGR).

The Committee recognized the role of plant protection and endorsed the emphasis
placed on providing services for the improvement of weed control, insect pests, plant
diseases rodents and the reduction of post-harvest losses. It urped that inceased
aseistence be provided for the Mediterranean Fruit Fly Eradication Programme ln Centeel
erica and Regional Locust Control, mainly in Africa. The Committee es.eressed
sisfs,..tion on the efi7ertive coordination and implementation of grasshopper eo:S Lscust

emergency operations and the establishment of the Emergency Centre for Locust Opeeations.

The Committee was informed about the action taken with respect to the Code of
Conduct in the distribution and use of pesticides. It stressed the importance of the
effective implementation of the Code. However, it noted that so far less than 40
countries had replied to the questionnaire sent by the Secretariat and chJt 17,-)vs
countries will require assistance to provide the necessary information in .1111.

Committee requested that assistance to these countries be intensified. The Committee -s

informed that a full progress report on the Code would be prepared as soon as suf'it
useful data had been collected, and would be submitted in good time to Council.
Committee welcomed the possible contribution of Japan to a Trust Fund for the provis m
of support to Member Governments to implement the Code.

The Committee recognized the importance of assisting member countries to develep
compreildnsive agricultural mechanization policies and strategies which refleeted
foetiug appropriate technology.

ne Committee appreciated the support given to an extensive agricultural heildnes
construction programme and also welcomed the continuing work, especially in rosny
and Latin American countries, using local building materials wherever appeopelate,
small-scale buildings for drying, conditioning and safe storage and bettes m,se )f.
grain.

78. The Commitree commended the contribution of the Special Action Prsamme for the
0;.evevciGn of Food Losces (FFL) to increse food supply and reduce It was
encoue-The t note the establisisn.ent of nuAber of national post-he,- A:.

pror;le.Ttmes cH the erpomded commoe.Lty ceeri now including roots,
iod roitn rni vegetnbies.

The ionmitte.e confirmed the importance being given in both the Regular sed
associated Field Progtamme to 7(-)od processing, and in particular to improving cc:1±.116.
technologies for ccre:c1s, , roots and tubers.

Ine Committee recognite,': the extension of natural fibre production
arti egro-industries. Such labour-intensive activities had a low capitoi
The J roved flaying, grading and curing of hides and skins, as well as tne
of animal by-products was an area of interest for many livestock producing countries,
which could contribute significantly to foreign exchange earnings. The Committee
appreciated the efforts made to establish regional networks and to promote Toe
activities.

The Committee welcomed the reporting on FAO's activities in food and non-food
agricultural products processing. It commended the emphasis on the preservation of foods
particularly through improved traditional technologies, the generation of income and
off-farm employment through small-scale agro-industrial development, and the reduction of
drudgery, especially for women, through the use of appropriate technologies.



The Committee stressed the importance of the activities in the Livestock Programme
vhic focused on animal disease control, improved animal production, including feed and
gen-ic resources, and meat and milk development. It reiterated the important socio-
eeopumic role of livestock development in farming systems in developing countries thrad
the povLsion of food commodities, draught animal power and the generating of a re1.0..nr
cash incoma for the small farmer.

The Committee endorsed the emphasis given to the better utilization of pasturs in
marginal areas and to the development of fodder trees in arid and saline conditic. It
v,elcomed the efforts made within the framework of biological nitrogen fixation on aeiamm
{M.anca, which had helped in the establishment of facilities for the prodtL_L1.Jn
inoculants. The Committee also endorsed the activities on improved utilization of
pastures and forage resources, as well as agricultural by-products.

The Committee commended FAO for the continued and effective action taken in regard
to rinderpest control in Africa, Asia and the Near East. For Africa this had included 60
TCP projects during the emergency and planning stages of the/control campaign, as well as
support to laboratories producing vaccines. The Committee also commended FAO for its
comprehensive activities on other animal diseases of economic importance 7uch as
foot-and-mouth disease, African swine fever and the control of tsetse/trypanlisis
which continued to be given priority. It suggested that early warning system FAO
auspices in respect of outbreaks of animal diseases be developed in the Near East.

The Committee noted with satisfaction the ongoing activities in support of cattle
breermias and artificial insemination and the expanding provision of frozen bull semen
under che AIBDP. It noted the establishment of the FAO international senen bank
supported by the Government of Italy, and requested the inclusion of buffalo semen in the
plogramme. It appreciated the work on embryo transfer and the initiatives taken on
biotechnology. The Committee appreciated the completion of the FAO International Trial of
Black and White Cattle Strains, as well as of the new methodology for computerized data
banks on animal genetic resources.

The Committee supported the initiative on integrated dairy development for which
four model projects had been established in developing regions in close collatomation
with other assistance agencies. It appreciated in general the extensive training
-tivicies undea the livestock programme and noted the assistance provided to a number of

oevelmping countries through the International Meat Development Scheme, including small
-1ae;j1-etheuse development in the Pacific.

The Committee supported the animal production activities which were directed
co,aards small farm production systems and welcomed the emphasis being given to small
umloants appreciating at the same time the need for continued support for large ruminant
production- It supported the assistance to develop draught animaJ power in focmjng
systems. The Committee appreciated that a significant number of the animal production
act1vitles were being implemented through a TCDC network approach.

2.1.4 Research and Technology Development

The i ttee emphasized the growing importance of research and techiTLogy
develcpment, It endorsed the role of the programme as the focal point for FAO'v
Teaearab and technology development. The Committee welcomed the close cooaratu
ma1neeined by Headquarters' Divisions and Regional Offices with UN agencies all6 other
-:-1.1411aLionai organizations in carrying out this work.

The Ccmmittee agteed on the need to stren3then national agricultura/ research
ard the important role of agricultural research training in these efforts. It

endemaed the active role of FAO in the Consultative Group on International Agricul1alral
(SGI&R). The Committee emphasized the essential linkage between reee:a2n,

eateuctor '$1d the farmer in app/ying improved farming practices. It agreed that research
efr'accs cîd related action to increase food production oho7il not be diminished and that
many national agricultural research networks needed streneir4;.

- 5- CL 91/9

2.1,3. Livestock
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The Committee recoghized the importance of radiation sterilized insects in

:a.dication campa;ns egainst the .;:editerrean Fruit Fly, especially in Central America,

;old eeeomii7Lad ti-mer. food irradia;:ion was a new and valuable method of reducing post
halan!ct lonsec eid. focd-borne penoeus.

The Ocmmittee noted with satisfaction the progress made by the FAO Current
Ag.icultnre.1 .,esearch Information System (CARTS) and appreciated the assistance provided
fo( more effective participation in and use of the system.

The Committee emphasized the increasing importance of remote sensing in assisting
fr:ricelural and rorel development efforts. It commended the increasing assistance
throrg.,f trust fun(e being provided to the FAO Remote'Sensing Centre to expand practical
traintne ir. - etr,lication of remote sensing techniques, and to expand operational
imIleomed re mee :rap :ervices for environmental monitoring for food security.

Committee recognizd " Importance of environmental concerns, including the
maintenance and reetoration oF - ecological balance. It appreciated the contribution
of joint FAOAJNEf projects to the Organization's work in the environment area.

The Committee stressed the important role of energy in promoting rural and
,:gricoture development. It emphasized the valuable contribution of TCDC and regional
necyorH in this area and commended the work of the European Cooperative Network on Rural
Energy.

2.1.5 Rural Development

The Committee appreciated the emphasis given to programmes and activities aimed at
the alleviation of rural poverty, and urged that this orientation should continue. It

ale e -eelnomed FAO's efforts in assisting countries in the implementation of the WCARRD
Progeemme of Action.

The Committee strongly supported FAO's activities in training and their expanded
covelae PC small farmers and rural women and welcomed the increased activities in this
field during recent biennia. The Committee appreciated the increase in training
activiticea carried,out by Regional Offices and proposed that they should be intensified.
It we-lomed 1?A0's work on research and urged that lin'eages between research and extension
be strengthened so that research results could be made easily available to agricultural
pcodnceLs, pereiculaniy fatmers and women. It further welcomed FAO's efforts to
peomoLe the echnnge c) 1,:e3eaah :esults and experiencea through TCDC and leee'' FAO to
continue Lb9C?. accivLLtee.

File Committee suppotted the importance given to the programmes on women in
aga,eelteTel devolopmen'e aad proposed continued activities for supporting womee) as

aeziceInor.il proreeers and active participants in development. It encouraged nember
(ovr'.:umeni.a to Lhe attendance of women in training courses organized by FAO,
since their ne-t.Lation had decr-ed during the last three years.

Thr a_endorsed tIì, s rtance given to projects on people's participation
tiep1 a ves eY.' stressed the need for decentralization and the

ine people ill deve3opmnt, The impolLant role of farmers' oeganizations
ree-1 Jcvetel,memr uae, elso 3cceseed. It feferred Lo ti,e JAO/Italy Co-operative Pros.eamme

i. Lnrel f.',efeio:)meet: LI1L 1.;ed_that i,j experience be analyzed with a view to
oeher curl developaient 1,rogrammea

The Committee fppealed to Member Governments of the Near East and Latin America
.'legolia to proceed m5th che establishment of Rural Development Centres, which could play
ic mpoatant role in promoting TCDC in these regions.

The Committee supported FAO's mock in developing an analytical tool for
agriculcurat sector analysis, Computerized Agricultural and Population Planning
Assists,,nce (CAPFni. A number of memors stressed that the demographic aspect nia)'ed a
veey important role in agricultuial deelopment and food security. They welcomed the
.mportance of che ork done by FAO in analyzing this problem and its contribution Lo an
integrated approach.



The Committee commended the preparation of the Fifth World Food Survey that had
provided a comprehensive assessment and analysis of the nutritional status of developing
countries, its causes and consequences.

The Committee supported the ongoing efforts to promote cultivation and use of
traditional food crops in developing countries, and stressed their importance in
combatting malnutrition and contributing to food security. The Committee recognized that
indigenous food plant species were in many instances becoming scarce and disappearing.
Nevertheless they were an obvious and important food resource especially for subsistence
farmers whose possibilities for purchasing major staples for consumption were limited.
The Committee therefore urged_ FAO to strengthen its efforts to conserve and develop
indigenous food plants as a food source in countries where their use was stagnating.

The Committee stressed the importance of extending FAO's promotional activities on
traditional food crops from eastern Africa to other developing regions. Educational and
participatory campaigns, as reported in the document, were important means of encouraging
their cultivation and consumption. The Committee urged that greater resources be
allocated to such promotional activities.

The Committee expressed satisfaction with the timely implementation of plans
concerning the follow-up on the role of underexploited indigenous food crops in nutrition
and food security, as described in the progress reports on selected development
problems.1/

The Committee supported the continuing priority accorded to the work of the Code;:
Alimentarius Commission and to the Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme. It noted tus
progress that had been nade in the acceptance by countries of Codex standards on maximum
residue levels for pesticide residues in foods, but urged that greater efforts be made in
this regard.

2.1.7 Food and Agricultural Information and Analysis

The Committee appreciated the regular assessments of the market situation and
outlook for agricultural commodities and analysis of related international trade
problems. It recognized FAO's continuous efforts to expand and improve the food and
agricultural information system through increased access to and integration of

computerized data banks providing comprehensive worldwide time-series data on various
aspects of food and agriculture. It welcomed the progress towards establif2i,ing an
international framework on collaboration and exchange of related information amotv ,lember
countries. The system enabled FAO to meet a rapidly growing number of't'or
statistical information from users both within and outside the Organization.

1/ COAG/87/3 Sup. 1
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The Committee endorsed the assistance provided to member countries to prepare and
implement medium-term marketing plans; to evaluate the economic efficiency of public
marketing agencies; and to support TCDC activities on marketing extension. It
commended the joint programmes with the Regional Offices to promote cereal .b;.n
marketing training, small farmer marketing programmes, and support to food mLetip
associations.

The Committee stressed the important role of agricultural credit in small farm
development. It endorsed the collaboration between FAO and Regional Agricultural Credit
Associations as a cost-effective TCDC mechanism to build up national banking services.
The Committee welcomed the training programmes in monitoring and evaluation, crop
insurance and savings mobilization.

2.1.6 Nutrition
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The Committee noted with satisfaction that the Programme for the 1990 World Census

of Agriculture had been published. It was informed of activities undertaken by FAO to
help developing countries carry out their agricultural census. These ongoing activities

included the preparation of publications such as technical manuals on the use of micro-

computers and sampling methods, and the provision of training courses for national

agricultural census personnel.

The Committee endorsed the increased resource allocations for the Global

Information and Early Warning System (GIEWS) in 1986-87 to strengthen crop assessments
and the collection and dissemination of timely information. It also noted with satis-
faction the methodological improvements which were being introduced into the System's
activities. The Committee stressed the valuable role which the GIEWS had played in
monitoring and forecasting the food supply situation during the African Food Emergency of
1984-85, and recently in the context of the need to arrange triangular transactions
involving cereal surpluses in certain developing countries. The Committee supported the
development of cooperative links between the GIEWS and sub-regional and regional food
information and early warning systems.

2.1.8 Food and Agricultural Policy

The Committee, noting with concern the trade problems and low prices faced by
commodity exporting countries, and particularly by developing countries, in international
markets, emphasized the importance of FAO's intergovernmental commodity bodies as
mechanisms for consultations on remedial action. It stressed the need to improve access
to markets for the commodity exports of developing countries and supported activities
aimed at expanding trade among them. The Committee encouraged FAO to continue its
assistance to developing countries in their commodity policy formulation and improvement
and policy harmonization among countries for crucial export crops.

The Committee fully supported activities aimed at strengthening the analytical
basis of the work of the Committee on World Food Security. It emphasized, in particular,
the importance of enhancing stability of and access to food supplies and the role of
roots, tubers and plantains in food security.

The Committee noted with appreciation that donor commitments for projects under the
Food Security Assistance Scheme (FSAS) liad increased during 1984-86 and supported the
priority given by the Scheme to the establishment and strengthening of food infofmatiod
and ea.cly warning systems in Africa. The Committee looked i'or-:Tard ro the Leout!: of the
external evaluation of the FSAS which the Director-General had initiated.

The Committee emphasized the importance of FAO's work in food and agiAeultulal
policy analysis. It recommended that FAO intensify its assistance'co developing
countries on agricultural policy formulation and analysis and urged that FAO's analytical
studies be used more widely to that effect.

FAO's study Agricultural Price Policies, presented to the Twenth-third Session of
the FAO Conference in 1985, was widely appreciated for its balanced analysis and sov,id
conclusions. The Committee looked forward to the forthcoming publication of the 11

version of the Study. It endorsed the follow-up activities FAO had mounted, parti,ral Jy
the series of workshops and seminars.

In stressing the importance of developing countries having an adequate capacity to
make food and agricultural policies and link them to macro-economic policies, and their
need for training in this regard, the Committee recommended that FAO launch a 5-year
programme for training of developing country nationals in food and agricultural policy
formulation, planning and implementation. The Committee was informed that a project
proposal for such training in Sub-Saharan Africa had been prepared for consideration by
donors. The Committee also stressed the importance of training in project formulation,
planning and implementation.

The Committee agreed that" Agriculture: Toward 2000" (AT 2000) was an important
contribution to assessing long term trends and issues in the global food and agricultural
situation, and noted with interest that the study was being updated.
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Medium and Long-Term Outlook for Food and Agricultural Development and
Summary Programme of Wo k and Budget 1988-89 1/

The Committee discussed Agenda Items 4, Medium and Long-Term Outlook for Food and
Agricultural Development, and 5, Summary Programme of Work and Budget 1988-89 together,
in line with its own established practice as well as that of the Council and Conference.
It noted that its views would be taken into account by the Council in discussing the
Summary Programme of Work and Budget 1988-89 and would also be considered by the
Director-General in formulating the full Programme of Work and Budget.

The discussion was based on two documents: COAG/87/4 "Medium and Long-Term Outlook
for Food and Agricultural Development", and COAG/87/5 "Summary Programme of Work and
Budget 1988-89". The Committee recognized that COAG/87/5 was an extract from the
document bearing the same title which was to be submitted to the Ninety-First Session of
the Council in June 1987. The document before the Committee was restricted to the
strategies, priorities, means of action and proposed programme activities under Major
Programme 2.1 - Agriculture, and was intended to enable the Committee to analyze and
assess the general lines of work and programme changes regarding the Agriculture
Department and the Economic and Social Policy Department, and the related work of
Regional Offices and Joint Divisions. Regret was expressed at the late receipt of

COAG/87/5. A number of members stated that because of the time constraints, their
authorities liad been unable to give full and thorough consideration to the 'important
proposals contained in the document. They were, therefore, not yet in a position to
express definitively their governments' views on the recommended priorities and
programmes for 1988-89.

The Committee recognized that the problem was not new, as the preparation of the
document was dependent on that of the entire Summary Programme of Work and Budget.
Nevertheless, it urged that every attempt be made to achieve earlier distribution, and
agreed also to consider scheduling its own session slightly later in the cycle so as to
ensure timely consideration of the document beforehand.

The Committee welcomed the fact that special attention had been devoted to the
content and presentation of COAG/87/4 in the light of the comments regarding objectives
and priorities made at the Ninetieth Session of the FAO Council in November 1986.
Section II of the document covered long-term trends and focused on the challenges facing
the Organization and its Member Nations, and then identified eight goals for world
agriculture up to the end of the century, together with some strategies for their
achievement, while Section III covered medium-term objectives in relation to FAO's
programme structure. Improvements liad also been made in the content and presentation of
COAG 87/5, which provided more information than ever before on the changes envisaged and
new priorities. In particular, tabular information showed in specific terms shifts within
the base allocation, as a result of reallocation of funds from completed work and
reductions in lower priority activities. A few members requested that programmed
resources for the current biennium be included in future tabulations.

The Committee noted that the consideration of the two documents jointly reflected
the logical link between them, and that COAG/87/3, covering implementation of the
programme of work for the current biennium, could provide the third essential element,
the assessment of paFt experience, in the continuous programming process. In this

connection it was st-:ested that at future sessions the Committee might consider the
three documents simult.meously, thus enabling it to focus more clearly on all aspects
relevant to individual programmes.
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The Committee considered that while further improvements could be made, significant
progress had been achieved in establishing a process through which the evaluation of
previous experience, the consideration of long-term trends, the elaboration of long-term
goals and strategies and the choice of medium-term objectives led to the setting of
priorities for biennial programmes of work, as evidenced by the documents before the
Committee. It felt that the proposals constituted a basis for enhancing the dialogue
among members about FAO's work and was encouraged by this development.

While recognizing the desirability of considering the medium-term objectives in

conjunction with the Summary Programme of Work and Budget for 1988-89, some members felt
that the link between the two documents was not established with sufficient clarity.
They felt that the stated longer and medium-term goals had not yet been adequately
prioritized. In particular, they felt that COAG/87/4 did not define specifically enough
the objectives which Member Nations might wish to achieve over a defined period, the
strategies and working methods which FAO would adopt in providing assistance to them, and
the complementarity of the Organization's work with that of other entities. Furthermore,
they considered that the establishment of priorities could best be undertaken on the
basis of a continuing assessment of all ongoing programmes, and that reference to such
assessments should be reflected in the proposals themselves.

The Committee stressed that the long-term strategies and medium-term objectives
addressed basic agricultural problems and situations which had not yet been solved. In

fact, these situations had worsened in many respects, with increased agricultural
protectionism, record low prices, the increased indebtedness of developing countries, and
a greater number of people having inadequate access to food. Most members shared the
view that long-term strategies and the choice of medium-term objectives could not be
narrowly restricted, and that the selection of priorities could only be reflected in the
biennial programme of work. Most members were in full agreement with the approach taken
in COAG/87/4, and satisfied that its content provided a clear basic framework both for
the Organization's action in the long and in the medium-term, and for the elaboration of
proposals for the coming biennium. They recalled that the strategies, objectives and
priorities of FAO had been fully endorsed by the Programme and Finance Committees, the
Council and the Conference. They also stressed that the process of priority selection
took into account a wide range of recommendations and requests from specialist technical
bodies and governments expressing their needs individually and in intergovernmental fora.

It was Stressed that evaluation was being undertaken on a broad front under the
overall guidance of the Conference. The results of evaluation were made available to the
Governing Bodies and were taken into account in formulating proposals.

Several members recalled some suggestions made at the last Conference and Council
sessions that the time was ripe for another review of the long-term goals and strategies
of FAO. Some felt that a high-level group of experts could be established by the
Coafereac2 twassist in this review. Most, however, did not share this view and stressed

the long-term goals and strategies had been determined by a consensus which did not
need to be questioned at the present time. The Committee recognized, however, that the
matter could not be resolved within its mandate and could be pursued in the Council and
Conference.

In considering long term goals and strategies for agriculture, the Committee agreed
lqich the assessment of long-term trends contained in document COAG/87/4 and placed
particular stress on indications of a further imbalance in the world food system, with
surpluses in some regions accompanied by chronic shortages in others, and on the threat
to the environment arising from pollution and the degradation of natural resources.

The Committee endorsed the eight principal goals identified for world agriculture.
While the relative importance of the eight goals varied both nationally and regionally,
they had sufficient universality to provide the basic framework for FAO's medium-term
objectives and programme of work. On the other hand, some members felt that these goals
did not in themselves adequately point to the necessary selection of priority objectives
for the Programme of Work and Budget. The Committee agreed that goals of reduction of
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The Committee agreed with the medium-term objectives and the priorjtJes for
liveocL eadoi.sed c1i octivities planned for the programme in the Summalsy Promme
of To r 111) TlIldSCi: tor M3-89. It suppolted th:t emphasis given to work on animal
hej.:Lh includ1og vaccine ;rcoduction aTJ-Zeed -lesoucees.. The Committee welcomed the

ia regcld Lo activities on biotechnology in :Inimal production and health,
hch ,ould ha implemented through training activities and would concentrate on animal

;.1),:oCuctlou, onimal ontrition and disease diagnosis and vaccine production.

The Committee endorsed the further strengthening of activities aimed at controlling
the mo.jor infectious diseases and the improvement of vaccine production. It also
simmiolted the strengthening of veterinary services in Atrica. The Committee stressed
that FAO had a crucial role to play in assisting in the organization of control campaigns
for such diseases as rinderpest, foot-and-mouth disease and trypanosomiasis. The
6ommiLLee aoted that the results of the Director-General's independent evaluation of the

ciD1 Action Programme for the Control of African Trypanosomiasis and Related
Development iould be presented at the forthcoming session of the Conference in November

The Committee endorsed the animal production activities concerning large and small
ruminants and other small animals. It appreciated the work aimed at improving production
systems for small farmers and pastoralists and the integration of draught animal power
j.DCD Falit1b; systems. It also supported the promotion of TCDC, particularly through
na',7dolks.

The Committee recommended the proposed work on management, improvement and
,-oaser,,aiaon (-Mf animal gene tic Yesources and the development of artificial insemination

procammes, Lc supported che emphasis gven to the improvement and
-..ousgaLion ob indigenous breeds, the 1,:habilitaCion of eitIficial insemination services

pcomocioa of hioLecanologicet mecncAs ia genetic improvement.

5111'. Ommittee emok,siL;ed that incT:ierldace frd vcsource, both quantitatively and
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maoagement of agricultural research. It emphasized the of the development,
asfessment and transfer of tednaology to meet the oeeta fed,211 iragiacs in
low-income countries and recommended strengthening nati, iusirtiang CM>
improved techniques reached the farmer.

The Committee stressed the desirability of greater cooperation in rtpC

complementarity of research efforts at all levels. It recommemiad
of the interaction of national reseorch systems with the internetioaol ,getgAltuaei
research centres, particularly those of the Consnitative Ggngip
Agricultural Research (CGIAR).

The Committee appreciated the close cot. -action beea!een FA0 e,,c11 the inLerneiiopal
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), in initiating respeeae to the proilHmc ere';pg aCcec
the Chernobyl accident and supported the proposed prograree ci,aages to eg-gie.:7-gm these
activities. The Committee recognized the potential application of isotope vesearet, aae
biotechnology for increasing agricultural production cnn atresce: thc L fo) cha,ar.

techniques to be made available to developing countries, lt noteCi rue inzieesinf. eale or
irradiation to prevent post-harvest losses and. reduce 17ood patl.ogene and welcomed ehe
convening of an international conference on food irradiation. TL urged that increase
assistance be given to Central American countries in using sterile Insect techniques for
eradicating the Mediterranean Fruit Fly.

The Committee stressed the importance of FAO's information systems and date laees
and agreed to the further improvement of CARTS for the dissemination of infeimation on
resenrch capabilities and ongoing research projects, in order to support national
reagarch systems and foster cooperation among researchers.

The Committee supported the need for improving early warning systems and
preparedness to meet emergencies and recognized the important contribution of remote
sensing applications, including high resolution satellite imagery, both to these systems
and to the broader areas of acquiring information on renewable natural resources,
particularly as related to agriculture, fisheries and forestry. It agreed with the

increased emphasis being given to satellite monitoring to support food security, to

training in remote sensing and to the strengthening of remote sensing information
services.

The Committee noted that degradation of natural resources was continuing and
stressed that increased agricultural production should not be achieved at the cost of
irreversible damage to the environment, including the land and water resource base. It

emphasized the importance of effectively addressing the problems of pollution and
degradation/depletion of natural resources and the need for special attention to
integrate environmental concerns in development activities and in projects rela1ced to

small farmers. The Committee agreed with the priority given to strengthening work on
environmental impact assessment and on national and regional conservation strategies.
The Committee welcomed the cooperation with the United Nations Envia:onmant /.170ramme

(UNEP) and other organizations within and outside the UN system and cclie.l r.or

strengthening of such cooperation in the field of environment.

The Committee stressed the importance of meeting energy requirements of rural areas
and the need to develop alternative energy sources. It iJentifie0 biomasn congeaion to
energy and biogas as areas requiring increased attention. It agreed 6th the incrensd
emphasis being given to strengthening energy assessment and planning capabiltti and the
utilization of renewable sources of energy for agricultural and rural devil - nt. It

stressed the role of regional networks and TCDC approaches, in cooperation :gith the

Regional Offices, in facilitating the exchange of information and energy technologies
between countries.

2.1.5 Rural Development

117, The Committee endorsed the objectives of the programme, which were to create

favourable socio-economic conditions designed to increase production, ensure

participation and achieve equitable distribution of income and benefits.



The Committee agreed with the medium-term objectives and the programme priorities,
with a focus on the strengthening of food and nutrition information and surveillance
systems, on the role of traditional crops in promoting nutrition, on improvement of food
systems and food quality control, and on the strengthening of Codex Alimentarius
activities.

The Committee stressed that nutrition was a key consideration underlying
agricultural and rural development strategies. Information gained from food and
nutrition surveillance systems was a major tool for monitoring the impact of action
programmes.
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The Committee recognized that the number of poor had continued to increase in the

rural areas and supported the priorities of the programme intended to promote integrited

actions to improve the conditions of small farmers, rural women, rural youth and

landless. It reiterated that achievements in this area depended on the commitment of

member countries to the task of alleviating rural poverty through increasing involvement

of rural people in development efforts notably by increased access to resources, inputs

and services. It also concurred with the priorities to programmes related to rural women

and their access to resources, training inputs and credit, and recommended the

sub-programme changes as proposed.

The Committee supported the increased emphasis on agricultural extension as well as
on the special training programmes aimed at small farmers, women farmers and rural youth,

and endorsed the assistance to countries in developing national capacity to implement

rural communication programmes.

The Committee recommended the proposed work on the analysis, identification and
design of improved strategies and programmes related to agrarian reform and land
settlement. It recognized the importance of consultations and exchange of experience
among countries in the different regions and welcomed the participation of other UN
agencies in the policy missions which provided advice to Member Governments.

The Committee supported analysis and formulation of national rural development
policies, programmes and projects designed to increase employment opportunities for the
landless and pastoralists. It welcomed studies on landlessness. It,stressed the need
for continued assistance in the promotion and strengthening of rural organizations and
groups at the receiving end of services, inputs and supplies provided by government and

non-governmental organizations. Consequently, the Committee also recognized the

importance of strengthening national institutions and local mechanisms for formulating
and implementing rural development programmes and projects at the local level.

The Committee welcomed the focus on agricultural activities of rural women and on
the efforts to increase education and training programmes designed for them. It also

agreed with the support to rural development services reaching women farmers, with

emphasis on new relevant subject matters such as energy, technology and allocation of
resources within a household. Strengthening of women's units within national governments
for better coordination and coverage of rural women was also endorsed.

The Committee emphasized the need to develop more competitive and efficient
marketing systems, especially for small farms and rural women. It also ised
strengthening of rural marketing through increased emphasis on management of
agencies, food marketing policies, and improving marketing services for the poor.

The Committee concurred with the emphasis on mobilization of rural savings and on
increasing the efficiency of rural financial institutions. It agreed on FAO's continued
support to these institutions through the Regional Agricultural Credit Associations and
the Scheme for Agricultural Credit Development (SACRED) and other appropriate TCDC
activities. It also agreed on the importance of strengthening rural credit institutions,
of m,Jnitoring and evaluation of rural finance systems, and of training of personnel. It

d the activities on risk management and, in particular, on crop and livestock
irur,... linked to loan schemes.

2.1.6 Nutrition
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The Committee commended FAO's work on traditional or autochtonous food crops as a
souLc.e of staple foods and nutrients. The promotion of these crops, would help meet the
zle,Ac of rapidly expanding urban populations and farming households and thus contribute
to reducing dependence on imported cereals.

The Committee emphasized the value of nutrition education which promoted appropriate
diets utilizing locally available foodstuffs together with measures to increase local
food production. Such interventions also held promise for developing the participation
of rural women in income-generating activities and in meeting the food and nutrition
needs of their families.

The Committee supported FAO activities focused on reducing post-harvest tru; of
foozibtuffs incurred through contamination in various forms, including contaminal_ion )11.ich

crossed national boundaries. It noted the efforts to develop the potencial of
irradiation techniques for prolonging the shelf-life of food products and preventing
growth of pathogenic organisms. It also encouraged programme activities in the area of
consumer education.

The Committee welcomed the priority given to work in the field of radionuclide
contamination in conjunction with IAEA, and the useful accomplishments to date, and
suggested that standards on radionuclide contamination of foods be incorporated in the
Codex Alimentarius. Training activities in food control in respect of radionuclides and
other forms of contamination were strongly encouraged. Work on microbiological aspects
was also encouraged.

The Committee welcomed the accomplishments of the Codex Alimentarius Commission.
The development of standards for tropical fresh fruits and vegetables was commended,
particularly because this was an accomplishment of the first Codex Commodity Committee to
be hosted by a developing country. The Committee encouraged FAO to cooperate with the
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) on standards for fruits and
vegetables.

The Committee fully supported the work on food standards which would contribute to
the promotion of trade and economic development. It cautioned against the misuse of
standards as non-tariff barriers to international trade in food. In this regard, the

value of FAO technical support to countries in the negotiations of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade was appreciated. The Committee stressed that international shipment
of foodstuffs contaminated with radionuclides in excess of recommended limits was
unacceptable.

The Committee encouraged closer links with the Inteternational Labour Organization
(ILO) and the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco) in
respect of training and educational activities.

2.1.7 Food and Agricultural Information and Analysis

The Committee endorsed the objectives of the programme, focused on the collection,
analysis and dissemination of information on food and agriculture, and assistance to
member countries in the establishment and strengthening of national agricultural

statistical systems.

The Committee endorsed the priorities and proposals and stressed the importance of
improving the quality of data. This was essential both for FAO's policy analysis and
advisory work and for the formulation and implementation of sound agricultural and rural
development policies and programmes. It stressed that high priority be given to
statistics on the feed/livestock sector, to nutrition assessment and to indicators for
monitoring progress in agrarian reform and rural development.

The Committee stressed the importance of regular reviews and assessment of economic
and food and agriculture situations, at world, regional and country levels. It requested

that studies and analysis of agricultural development be intensified, with special
atntion to the near-term outlook and the impact of policy changes on the performance of
ce cultural sector.
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The Committee agreed that member countries, particularly low-income countries that
depended heavily on agricultural exports, required up-to-date market and commodity trade
information and analysis, and endorsed the high priority given to the maintenance of
FAO's activities in these areas. As regards individual commodities with possible export
growth potential, the Committee suggested that FAO should expand its work on the economic
significance and future prospects of tobacco.

The Committee recommended that FAO continue to provide technical assistance to

developing countries in institution-building and training in agricultural statistics to
increa3e the effectiveness of existing data-collection systems. It requested the
deqz:ioment of computer networks to improve quality and timeliness in processing,
analysing and disseminating agricultural information.

The Commitz.ee stressed the usefulness of satellite imagery to supplement traditional
ground surveys For improving the collection of agricultural information in developing
countries. It urged Member Governments which had developed this and related technologies
to make them available to FAO and developing countries requesting aSsistance.

The Committee strongly supported the activities of the Global Information and Early
Warning System (CIEWS). It recognized the important role of GIEWS as a mechanism for
facilitating quick action by vulnerable countries, donors and FAO to deal with the threat
or occurrence of food emergencies. The Committee agreed that the GIEWS should give
increased attention to monitoring not only weather and crop conditions but also
socio-economic and other early warning indicators of food shortages. It agreed also that
emphasis should continue to be given to the establishment and strengthening of national,
sub-regional and regional information and early warning systems. The Committee agreed
further that communication links between the GIEWS and Non-governmental Organizations
(NG0s) and local institutions should be strengthened. Up-to-date communication systems
should be employed, where feasible, to facilitate donor responses to food shortages and
measures such as triangular transactions to deal with the food surpluses of a range of
developing countries including, if appropriate, food-deficit developing countries which
occasionally had surpluses.

2.1.8 Food and Agricultural Policy

The Committee endorsed the medium-term objectives and priorities of the program:1;e.
It agreed with the importance of activities relating to national food and agricultural
planning and policy-making, agricultural planning assistance, analytical work in supp::ct
of the producer/consumer consultations on commodity and trade policy issues and work on
world food security.

The Committee stressed the importance of the policy analysis work of FAO. It

accorded high priority to the proposed global studies and underlined FAO's unique role in
this area. The Committee encouraged FAO to expand its policy advisory activities. It
stressed that FAO should base its policy advisory activities on a well articulated
programme of policy analysis, special regional and country studies and training.

The Committee encouraged follow-up action to the recently completed study "African
Agriculture: the Next 25 Years". Most members reiterated their support for the study on
the feasibilftyo'J aid-in-kind. The Committee supported the study for Latin America and
the Caribbean C!,.L. being prepared for submission to the Regional Confet..ace ia
the updacng of the AT 2000 study and encouraged further follbw-up co the caudy oft
agricultural. price policies which was submitted to the Conference in 1985.

The Committee endorsed the proposed analytical work on the impact of policy chan:,;es
on the food and agricultural sector, on of agricultural development nLd
monitoring of flows of external assistance.

The C-. ::tee reiterated the importance of Economic Cooperation Among Developing
Countries (OCDC) and TCDC in promoting food aicaltural development and welcomed
FAO's support in this area.
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146, The Committee agreed that the improvement of the international cradlni.; onvAronment
for agricultural commodirles demanded urgent inter-gornment,?.1
the heavy protection of agricultpre, including tbe ua ol al,romr sobrAd.;.eu id cim1.1a::
practices, needed to be reduced and, if possible, elnared. The Committee also agreed
that it was imperative to reduce structural food surp1v3es in developed countries wiKhout
distorting trade flows anci prices of international markets. The Committee further agreed
that developing countries most also be helped to increase their exports, both to markeio3
in industrialized countries and through increased trade between themselves.

The Committee therefore welcomed the new round of multilatelol rr,sde ner;ociations in
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and agreed that FAO should assist in
the process, in particular by providing information and analytical strdie6 on agr;-
cultural commodity trade developments and prospects.

The Committee agreed on the need for FAO to maintain an effective proramme of trade
policy analysis and consultations within the framework of the intergovetal commodity
groups and the Committee on Commodity Problems (CCP). It also endorsed the emphasis
placed on assistance to developing countries in the formulation of visble commodity
policies and on the promotion of trade among developing countries.

The Committee agreed that the achievement of improved world food security required
attention to both external and domestic dimensions of food insecurity. The Committee
urged improvements in early warning systems and the adoption of domestic policies
conducive to increased food production in developing countries, stability in food
supplies and access to supplies by the poor, in line with the broadened concept of world
food security.

The Committee agreed that the Food Security Assistance Scheme (FSAS) should
strengthen its support to developing countries for the formulation and implementation of
food security policies, programmes and projects, and for the development and maintenance
of early warning systems and of national preparedness plans for coping with acute and
large-scale food shortages. The Committee looked forward to the outcomes of the external
evaluation of the Scheme.

The Committee stressed the need for developing countries to strengthen their
capacity for formulating, monitoring and evaluating appropriate policies. The Committee
also emphasized the importance of improving national capacities and policies to deal with
the process of structural adjustment, and to mitigate its adverse effects on the poorest
population groups. It emphasized the important role of FAO in assisting countries in
this regard.

The Committee noted the increase in field projects and endorsed the proposals for
increased planning assistance to help countries improve and reorientate their planning
and policy making. It welcomed the proposed expansion of training activities to the area
of policy impact analysis.

FOOD AND NUTRITION

Role of Food Quality and Standards in Food Security, Trade and Health

The Committee considered document COAG/87/6, "Role of Food Quality and

Standards in Food Security, Trade and Health" which reviewed the importance of FAO food
quality and standards activities, particularly the work of the FAO/WHO Food Standards

Programme in domestic and international consumer protection and trade promotion

activities.

COAG/87/6



Th Committee expressed unanimous support of the work of the FAO/WHO Food Staueaada
Prol raa ! and stressed the *mmortance of its activities in removing nontariff tade
bartiet to international traoe and in promoting consumer protection in the area of food
quality and safety. The Commttee also strongly endorsed the leading role of FAO in
assisting countries, especially developing countries, in strengthening national food
control strategies and infrastructure. The Committee pointed out that food control
programmes were necessary to protect all groups of the population in a country, both
rural and urban, from health risks and fraud, as well as to assist consumers in making
informed food purchases by appropriate labelling information.

The Committee noted that the work on individual commodity standards undertaken by
the Codex Alimentarius Commission over the past twentyfive years was nearing completion.
However considerable work remained to be done in Codex general subject committees dealing
with food additives, methods of analysis, and sampling, pesticide residues, other
contaminants such as veterinary drug residues in foods, and food labelling. The
Commit;:ee called upon Member Governments to increase their formal acceptances of
recommended Codex standards and contaminant limits.

The Committee stressed the need for updating food legislation and regulations so
that they e'ncompassed the work of the Codex Alimentarius Commission; it urged training
for all necessary types of food control personnel, including chemists, microbioloelats,
laboratory technicians, inspectors and technical administrators. The Commita
called attention to the need for close cooperation between government ministries and
agencies concerned and for close links between government, the food indaatty, and
educational and research institutions. The Committee emphasized the need fot reLj ,4,i
coordination and commended activities currently carried out through the Codex aegional
Coordinating Committees. It stressed the need for promoting technical cooperion
between developing countries with a view to sharing information and experience i

regional and subregional training programmes.

The Committee commended the Codex Alimentarius Commission for its vital role in
combatting technical barriers to trade through development of consensus on internatioua.1
food standards, and noted the positive impact and complementary nature of this acviv
on the tes-elatoty efforts of the General Agreement on Tari.:=fs and Trade. Many member:,
pointed out that some industrialized countries have additional or more st:L
regulations ihAd Codex standards for imported foods and recommended that :h'
harmonised mil:a Codex or eliminated to facilitate international trade La iou'is. T42
Committee called attention to the large volume of trade problems, such ao tajoctioa.3
contaminated Of improperly labelled foodstuffs, caused by noncompliance uith
international food standards 'ad pointed out that improved programmes of , ,arrmental
food conlm:ol aad food inchaa'sry food quality control could eliminate such pro

In di.icorsg the need for increased formal acceptances of Cod, fen'jmmnkieJ
sLandz7rdo, the Coli.mittee acEnomiedced that despite a number of lationai
cmlstin legisl&Lion, c_Inuf7itutioua1 framework and regional bodies which e,ith
1ccep;:.-m14-Ocuror, proeress is being made by many countries. The CemmiLLem
noi-. 0 the LLetits of the Codex Alimen,_arius Commission as a forum cc thm
food control pelconftel Yvem mimy conutries, and for food iudnst,y Jud go-oeomeY)
regulters to find soinLiom, to nontariff trade barriers and for scientists
informatLon and stiMulate of technology.

The Committee nead tua. c wIde range of regional and international mere
involved in difZerent Ispects of food standardization and urged better coora, mmu of
these activitien or their integration into the Codex system. The Committee pioLeeu.
the importance of the food industry giving full support to Codex activities aa6
its recommended standards in food quality control programmes and as the bas'e for araaa,
national food sales. It also noted the usefulness of Codex work designed co dteenesee
health protection and hygienic inspection in domestic food control and food security
programmes.



it Productivity of Dryland Areas 1/

1'.3. Me Committee considered the document COAG/87/7, "Improving Productivity of Dryland
, and commeaded the Secretariat on a comprehensive yet concise presentation. It

that the eubject of dryland agriculture had been debated in 1974 and that the
beci40.onarl doaumene also contained a brief summary of familiar aspects such as

cI,:seication, geographical distribution and physical characteristics. It further noted
L:net planned irrigation development was specifically excluded from the document.

The Committee recognized that classification of dryland climates was limited by
sceic1ty of data. It was agreed that the most useful classification for the indication
of lc:ad use potential was a classification into growing periCe end arid and semiarid
eoves. The Committee noted with satisfaction that weather peecaion had improved with
the aid of satellite photography of cloud patterns, but note that meteceo)los1ots were

still not able to forecast seasonal droughts.

The Committee referred to the present situation in many of the drylands and
ceacloded that the total dryland population exceeded the estimated supporting capacity of
de land at the present low levels of inputs. The Committee expressed concern that
';m:lliono of people in the drylands would still be short of -)rood even if luputs were

increeed to the levels currently used in commercial farming viehin dryland areas. It

niccd :-haï out migration appeared to be inevitab)e in many areas, at present low

.c?vci:, of economic growth and high rates of population increase, since agricultural
rt::)67)ioa as declining because of overglaoing, soil erosion and environmental

(' se'c t7 Oa

'7/7
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The Committee noted that the Codex Alimentarius Commisoion enabled countr
quic7/y start new initiatives on problems such as veterinary drug reeiducs in 7a.a

conLamina,Its such as radionuclides. The Committee encoueeged the Codex Alimentarius
commieLa, to emphasize work on topics such as food additioes, peaticide residues, food
cceeelants and food labelling which are common to all erede in foodJtuffs and have a
siE,aificaa impact on food safety to consumers. Several membera stressed the need to
haemonize legislation on radionuclide contamination in foods and adagested that FAO
stmuld formulate guidelines to this effect in collaboration with WHO end IAEA as soon as
possible.

The Committee discussed the need for increased participation in Codex activities by
deo,eloping countries and recognized that lack of technical personnel, and ee2Lea1ly

have prevented them from being more active in this field. The Commietee noted
deopf.te these impediments, participation by developing countriesT.a,; iocrea5ing as

the Ieeliaaition of the need for improved food quality control grew.

The Committee urged FAO and WHO to continue to give full support to the work of the
Codea Alimentarios Commission and to FAO's programme of support to developing countries
in strengthening food control and food quality control programmes. The Committee
expressed its full support for the recommendations to governments and FAO contained in
paragraph 79 of document COAC/87/6. These recommendations call for governments to

streagthen food control systems to better promote trade and protect consumers; to

implement Codex work at the national level; to ensure improved food handling and quality
assurance procedures throughout the food chain; to improve coordination of food control
activities among all involved governmental agencies; and to develop appropriate
extension and educational materials and activities on food protection and safety. They
also call for FAO to continue.to promote and support food quality and standards as
important elements linking food security, trade and health; to continue to provide food
control assistance to developing countries; to coordinate food quality and standards
wociz with other international organizations; to promote increased acceptance of Codex
stanAords; and to develop appropriate extension, education and training activities.

SELECTED DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS
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The Committee reviewed a number of major socio-economic and institutional factors
that may beed to be considered in improving the productivity of drylands. These

included: the carrying capacity of the land; political commitment; inappropriate price
policies; land tenure problems and the lack of an integrated approach. Within tbis same

area, constraints to support services were highlighted. Discussion was focused upon the
lack of applicable research in agriculture, and upon the need for measures to overcome
difficulties currently being experienced in extension services.

The Committee examined the production constraints related to natural resources and
other physical factors and noted the problems caused by unpredictable droughts.

Disauseion was focussed upon soil erosion and declining soil fertility; over-grazing;
sheraes of fuelwood and forages; and upon the lack of assessment of the natural
resource situation.

The Coumittee the stressed the importance of national policy decisions in overcoming
the constraints that were reviewed. In the socio-economic field, the Committee drew
attention to the need to give national priority to dryland development; to promote an
integrated approach to this development; to devise effective approaches to family
planning; to plan outmigration to areas of higher potential, wherever possible, while
controlling migration into dryland areas, and to improve producer prices for agricultural
products wherever possible.

The Committee emphasized the need to give priority to applied and adaptive research
into agriculture, forestry and hydrology, and noted the location-specific nature of much
of this research. It drew attention to the need to promote measures for improving reward
systems, living conditions and career prospects for service in dryland areas. Rural
service centres should be encouraged, together with a policy of decentralizing planning
and decision making, and of involving the local community and local leadership in
sustaining development efforts on a participatory basis.

The Committee supported a range of policy decisions to overcome resource and
physical constraints. It urged that innovative solutions be developed for improved mixed
smallholder and pastoral systems, and stressed the need to develop and maintain national
food reserves, and to improve crop and livestock forecasting. The importance of local
and farm-level storage arrangements was emphasized.

The Committee endorsed the need to take account of the risks involved when
developing technological solutions, and urged that this same consideration of risk be
included in the planning of extension activities. It emphasized that all policies should
be formulated on the basis of an understanding of current practices, and that specialist
advice should be guided by an appreciation of the overall system.

The Committee recommended that soil conservation should be organized on a watershed
basis, and that water harvesting and improved efficiency in the use of water resources
should receive high priority. The use of livestock manure on crops was considered to be
effective in maintaining soil fertility and controlling soil erosion and the Committee
agreed that every attempt should be made to avoid its direct use as fuel. The Committee
emphasized the importance of livestock as a source of food and as a survival mechanism in
times of drought. In order to reduce overgrazing, it suggested the provision of
'nee:37,7es to eliminate unproductive stock; and the integration of grazing control with
the development of water supplies. It also urged greater efforts to develop successful
rural marketing and credit arrangements.

The Committee drew attention to the need to mount campaigns to plant trees for
fuelwood and supplementary forage. It noted that shortage of fuelwood was now causing
severe distress throughout the drylands and agreed upon the importance of developing
solar energy applications. The Committee also endorsed the promotion of policies to
control fires that destroy valuable crop residues, shrubs and grass fodder. It was noted
that legumes responded vigorously to small applications of phosphatic fertilizer and it
was agreed that this type of fertilizer use should be encouraged wherever appropriate.
The Committee agreed on the need for policies to improve surveys of ecological resources,
including land, water, vegetation and wildlife.
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The Committee stressed that animal draught for tillage and transport was a major
factor in viable dryland agriculture and recognized the critical need for rapid offtake
of stock during drought periods, together with re-supply when good rains return. It was
concluded by the Committee that reduction of stock numbers was an inescapable requirement
for the restoration of productivity to land rendered barren by overgrazing. It was noted
that it was essential for resting of land to be complete, as a mere reduction in stocking
rate did not permit the regeneration of desirable species. Some members considered that,
in the drier areas, the role of camels and of wildlife should receive major consider-
ation. It was agreed that improvements in animal health and disease control were a
prerequisite for stock reductions and improvement in animal husbandry.

The Committee endorsed a range of programme components for the implementation of
dryland policies and noted that the variation in geography and economic development made
it impossible to advocate standardized programmes. It emphasized that programme
components were inter-related, but recognized that not all were equally critical. The
Committee urged that constraints be addressed by a series of coordinated measures that
should be continuously maintained and supported.

The Committee noted the ranking of necessary measures into short, medium, and
long-term components. It further noted that the purpose of the paper was to present a
comprehensive overview and agreed that it was not possible to prioritize measures on a
general basis, since each country should select those most relevant to its particular
circumstances. Some members, however, expressed the view that it would be a valuable
exercise for FAO to develop criteria for evolving sets of priorities for specific
situations. The Committee also agreed that it would be useful for FAO to identify and
document proven approaches within member countries, perhaps by undertaking a series of
case studies. Member Governments were invited to provide the Secretariat with relevant
information regarding their approach to the exploitation of arid zones.

The Committee stressed the importance of cooperation and coordination with UNEP and
other UN agencies, international research institutes and other relevant bodies. It

recommended that FAO further strengthen its integrated, interdisciplinary approach and
suggested that an agro-sylvo-pastoral concept formed an appropriate basis for this

approach.

The Committee recommended that FAO take the initiative in coordinating TCDC
activities for drylands development and stressed the role of South-South cooperation and
regional coordination. It agreed that the importance of this type of development should
be reflected in the Programme of Work and Budget. Some members recommended that an FAO
Programme of Action for the Drylands should be developed, using the Africa Study as a
starting point.

The Effects of Land Tenure and Fragmentation of Farm Holdings on
Agricultural Development 1/

The Committee considered document COAG/87/8 and commended the Secretariat for a
comprehensive and perceptive analysis on a very complex subject.

The Committee emphasized the importance of institutional issues in agricultural
development and recognized the wide range of effects of land tenure on agricultural
development. The Committee recalled that appropriate land tenure systems which determine
access to land and natural resources were a critical component of the WCARRD Programme of

Action with its focus on growth, equity and people's participation. Land tenure affects

production and productivity through the incentives and security it provides for

production and investment, as well as through the manner in which land is divided into
large or small holdings. The Committee recognized, however, that the effects of land
tenure systems and of changes therein are transmitted to agricultural development through
production structures, supporting service structures, farming systems and technological
systems.
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)n. Tnc, Committee further noted that the lack of access to land by large numbers of the
population - particularly women - would have adverse distributional effects. The

of liald tenure on ecology or on environment were also recognized.

The Commitee noted that, in general, it has been found that per hectare yield in
.A,JT1 farms is higher than in large farms. Moreover, small farms play an important role

in providing income, employment and food security for a large part of the population in
I.,_Telo7-.1ing countries. In this light the Committee agreed that a wider distribution of

1,Thul would result in higher output, inCome and employment of the rural poor, provided
;ital.: complementary changes in supporting service structures, delivery systems and
--_!chnologies which are based on the small farmers' needs, capabilities and resources are

:7taken.

LA. In regard to tenancy and sharecropping, the Committee recognized the difficulties of
;:ocblulating legislation regulating tenancy in a context of acute competition for land, as
well as of providing adequate supporting services to the beneficiaries. The Committee
nevectheless emphasized the potential role of tenancy regulation as part of programmes of
,oro oidespread access to land and the role of beneficiaries' organizations in their
,mpleifleatation.

Th CommitLee discussed the advantages and Aisadvantages of dualistic tenurial

esu-L-es. These structures, often led to large-scale mechanization, more capital-
Tateb.aive eud Less labour-intensive patterns of production, while its external linkages
1_,0 to a more ey:port-oriented pattern of growth. The Committee noted especially the
:dverse effects of these tenures on equity and rural employment, which had aggravated

poverty and the exodus to the towns. In this context, the Committee felt that a
(iiiLt(in uf the dualism in Latin American agriculture by transferring land from large

Hnder-utilized farms in order to expand the base of medium and small-scale farms,
flLa coHi:kibuce both to sroWth as well as to equity, if accompanied also by appropriate

io otoduction siructures and supporting services to the beneficiaries. One

telt that the term "tenure" is specific and refers to the weaker relationships of
the pe-2ema with the land. Consequently, this member suggested that in future, one should

m !A of "juridical relationship with the land" or "relationship of tenancy, possession
Tn )1.-dal. to learn from past e:_pei-ieace atld to disseminate the knowledge

cit present study, the Commitcee called upon FAO to assist countries, on
ia underca!7ing evaluations of the:iv past agrarian reform vogrammes in order to
future polic,) folmalation in this fie!d. The Committee ncP:ed the importance of

2fflmi_cw2o, la these oopuLties. ' The Committee recommended that country-
, unde--rtLea by ii'AO on tho effects of the plantation system in
?;, ;: mmatrj olth .51/cial regard to their growth and equicy effects.

Lo (uuaromat'y Lenui-es in Afl.:ica, it 77as noted that such tenures had usually
1 comlativel-,/ high degree of equit:y. In regard to their potential for

1ìighe3: )evols alpionuction, the Commil:cee felt that this needed further
ijleover, pl:ogtemse; in AtLicau agijeufture also depends on other factors

iechuzJogical modeuniZ:ion5 effieient delivery systems, and physical
L.evelopmeac. It recogair,ed that ic may be necessary for the State to

OC(:-: to bLing about needed changes in customary tenurial systems. The
r:h7.. tenurial studies cairied out by FAO and urged the monitoring of

n L.112nges la AfLica, including ccudie of options to safeguard and ensure women's
11; 2 land.

.JAiE t;-(arlii-Le2 e;:preszed coucetn at the increasing degree of subdivision and
;,cir.ni uf holdings. It noted thaL subdivision had not necessafrily led to a

in agrieuireTal production and voductivity per unit of land, althoush the
m mihisule si7.e of holding '-as often noc 'adequate to support the farm family.

ifov the marginal farmer with no other employment opportunities, the real
ci sakdIvision oati landTessuess, The Committee felt that neither legislation

.1Ad6iag che: subdivision of holdings nor legislation for the enlargement or
1i,CJtion" of holdings could be adequate in the absence of other measures Lo syphon

,pf the pces.,3ure from the land through land redistribution, land settlement
p.,:ovision of non-fatm or LIciTtrial employment in the rural and urban areas.
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The Committee, therefore, urged a vigorous policy of rural industrialization and non-farm
employment, which alone could complement the emerging reality of multitudes of
under-employed farmers in most of the developing regions. It was suggested that this
policy should also encourage the landlords to play a role in the creation of rural
industries. The Committee recommended that FAO should work in the relevant fields in
cooperation and coordination with ILO, the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO) and Unesco.

It,was noted that fragmentation was a problem, though somewhat exaggerated in the
context of subsistence and rainfed agriculture. The Committee, however, recognized that
even as farming becomes modernized, irrigated and/or mechanized, the continued
fragmentation of holdings could hamper growth in productivity. The consolidation of
holdings would be a relevant, appropriate and feasible solution under certain
circumstances. It also presents problems of implementation, in view of its considerable
costs and delays. The Committee, therefore, recommended that while FAO should assist
countries on request in undertaking feasibility studies and evaluations of their
programmes for the consolidation of holdings, it should also investigate alternative
approaches and means of overcoming any diseconomies caused by fragmentation,

The Committee noted that landlessness was emerging as a major agrarian problem in
the developing world, covering 20-40 percent of all rural households in all regions,
except Africa. Landlessness per se would not really be a problem if alternative
employment through non-farm employment or rural industrialisation could be found for the
landless in the rural or urban areas: but given the relative absence of alternative
employment in the developing countries, the economic and social costs of landlessness
were enormous. While emphasizing the need for land redistributive measures for the
landless, the Committee recognized these would not suffice in most countries, given the
magnitude of the problem. The Committee, therefore, stressed the further need for the
adoption of more labour-intensive types of agriculture, public works programmes for rural
infrastructure development and a closer integration of industry with agriculture. The
importance of organizations of landless workers for enhancing their economic stierkth and
promoting rural income generating activities, was stressed. The Committee reco,,.,2r1ed
that FAO should assist countries in formulating policies and programmes along - abol,e

lines, in cooperation, wherever appropriate, with other concerned agencies, sucL ILO,
UNIDO and Unesco.

The Committee recognized that although women constitute a large pat of the labour
force in agriculture (often, as heads of households and managers of fa::F10, they ucnally
do not possess rights of access either as owners or as holders with secure use,:--cucLocry
rights - a situation which had inevitably negative effects on production as well as
distribution. While welcoming the studies undertaken by FAO in this field, the Committee
urged that countries and FAO should undertake further investigations as a be.sis

adequate policy formulation, but especially should concentrate on policies and propTammes
to provide women with full rights of access to land, to secure their ownership and
usufructuary rights and to enjoy the fruits of their labour.

The Committee recogniaed tha land tenure could have both direct as well as ind-ivecl:
effects on the environmenc. The Committee recommended that FAO should asEjsi: countr.:es
in undertaking specific studies on the environmental effects of land tenure under
different types of tenure and under different demographic conditions. Tt fuvther
stressed that countries should introduce appropriate institutional arroAsemenvs to

regulate the access of individuals and groups to common lands, in a manner compctioJe
with sustained ecological conservation.

In conclusion, the Committee underlined the importance of agrarian reform
programmes. These, when necessary, constitute a basis both for sustained growth and
equity. In this connection the importance of a dialogue between governments and farmers'
organizations on the question of land tenure and agrarian reform was also stressed. The
Committee commended the work done by FAO in the field of land tenure and agrarian reform
and recommended that its future work in this field should be more specifically oriented
to the needs of the individual countries.
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Strategies an. irernents for Improved Production of Roots, Tubers and Plantains

The Comf ,a_ae reviewed document COAG/87/9 on "Strategies and Requirements for

Improved FaHation of Roots, Tubers and Plantains" and complimented the Secretariat on
the timely and detailed presencacion of the subject. It noted that there was evidence of
a renewed interest in roots, tubers and plantains and stressed the need to improve
production of these crops in view of their effective and potential contribution to
national self-reliance in food, particularly in the regions of humid tropics and the
areas of the sub-humid tropics where agro-climatic conditions were most favourable.

While the document mainly concentrated on the major root staples (cassava, sweet
potato, white potato, yams and aroids) some countries referred to other root species
which over the centuries had been used as subsistence food crops. The Committee agreed
that studies of these lesser-known traditional species should be continued to assess
their agronomic potential and nutritional value.

The Committee noted general lack of root, tuber and plantain production increases in
recent years, with the exception of potatoes, and discussed the various factors respon-
sible for this. It emphasized the need for national and regional action programmes,
based on a multidisciplinary approach to improve production, processing, storage and
marketing which would increase consumption and thus contribute to food security at both
national and household levels.

The Committee recognized that roots, tubers and plantains had poor post-harvest
keeping qualities and that this led to a high level of losses during marketing, resulting
in higher prices to the consumer and a lower than optimum volume of production being
marketed. It agreed that, to overcome this problem, a concerted effort to improve
post-harvest handling and storage, marketing and processing was necessary. The Committee
agreed that an increase in market demand would provide the necessary motivation for the
adoption of existing and new improved production techniques.

The Committee noted that market demand for roots, tubers and plantains, particularly
in urban areas, was affected considerably by the availability and relatively low prices
of imported cereals. Such cereals also offered greater convenience in preparation. The
Committee, therefore, emphasized that research and development efforts should concentrate
on meeting consumer requirements in terms of convenience and price, while at the same
time ensuring appropriate farmer remuneration. They should also attempt to stabilize
shifting cultivation in order Lo limit the ill-effects of transhumance and save time in
the actual work in the fields, increase the cultivated area and improve yields.

To assist such activities, the Committee recommended that sound national data bases
on the supply and demand situation and market characteristics and requirements should be
developed to provide country-specific information upon which rational research and
production efforts could be based.

Tha ,iiscussed a number of constraints, such as the non-availability of
quality plantiaa; material, losses caused by pests and diseases and inadequate agronomic
practices in the cultivation of roots, tubers and plantains. The Committee recognized
that considerable advances had already been made by international and national research
institutions an6 ur7cd that available technological knowledge should be transferred to

farmers throuaTi aa:apriate training and extension activities. It emphasized the need to
further strengthaa plant improvement programmes for the selection of improved varieties.

In connection with the plant improvement programmes, the Committee stressed the need
for coordinated research efforts between national institutions, International
Agricultural Research Centers (IARCs) and specialized institutions concerned with these
crops. The Committee emphasized that adenuata attention should be given in breeding
programmes to the ellmination of toxic substances.
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The Committee emphasized the importance of making optimum use of local, ecologically
well-adapted, varieties meeting consumers' tastes. It recommended the establishment and
intensification of national adaptation trials and demonstration plots in order to select
and promote the cultivation of those varieties best suited to specific environments.

The Committee noted the serious yield losses which could be caused by pests and
diseases. It recognized that pest and disease resistance should be a major objective to
be included in crop improvement programmes.

The Committee expressed concern that improved nucleus planting material was only
obtainable in limited quantities and therefore recommended the establishment and
development of rapid propagation technologies and nurseries to supply the farmer with
sufficient quantities of improved and healthy planting material.

The Committee noted the high yield increases that can be achieved through improved
production practices and through the use of improved varieties. It agreed that studies
should be conducted in order to investigate different cropping systems for small scale
and commercial farming, including mixed cropping systems. The Committee stressed that
adequate attention should be paid to nutritional aspects. Some members felt that
consumption of roots, tubers and plantains should be promoted.

The Committee emphasized the important role of women in the production, processing
and marketing of roots, tubers and plantains, particularly in Africa. It stressed the
need for appropriate policies and activities to reach the female members of farming
families to address specific problems such as land tenure.

The Committee recognized the advantages of farmers' associations and agreed that
such groups would facilitate access to both credit and purchase of inputs and would also
improve marketing of roots, tubers and plantains.

The Committee reviewed the detailed proposals made for improvements to marketing,
post-harvest handling and processing. It noted that improvements in production would be
lost if marketing systems and processing techniques remained inadequate. Noting the
present limited knowledge of roots, tubers and plantains marketing practices, the
Committee recommended that detailed studies of marketing systems and marketing costs
should be conducted to identify ways in which these systems could be assisted. It also
stressed the need for the development of a full understanding of different consumer
demands for fresh and processed products to assist in the development of appropriate
processing technologies.

The Committee urged that special studies should be made of economic post-harvest
treatment and storage of fresh cassava, solanum potatoes and sweet potatoes under
tropical conditions. It also recommended the need for detailed study of the techniques
and economics of village cassava processing. Some members gave other examples of
processing and conservation from their own countries which they felt could be more widely
disseminated.

The Committee welcomed the forthcoming discussion of similar aspects on root, tuber
and plantains by the Committee on Food Security.

The proposal was made by some members to discuss roots, tubers and plantains again
at either one of the forthcoming sessions of COAG or at Regional Conferences. The

establishment of an intergovernmental working group was also mentioned.

In conclusion, the Committee endorsed the strategies presented in COAG/87/9 and
emphasized that they should be included into national food security policies. It

recommended that FAO continue and strengthen its activities in roots, tubers and plantain
production, processing, storage and marketing in paticular the development and

implementation of field programmes. It also recommended that Member Governments should
give high priority to root, tuber and plantain activities.



Other Business

The Committee noted that, in accordance with Rule IV of its Rules of Proceduve, he

Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee, would p:7epo.
provisional agenda for its Tenth Session.

In this connection the Deputy Director-General reminded the Committee that, in line
with earlier decisions, one agenda item should deal with a nutritional subject. Norwally,
not more than three items would be devoted to selected development problems. The tinil
selection of the subjects fOr the agenda would aim at a satisfactory balance becween
different areas of work, including the socio-economic aspects of agricultu
development. It would also take into account any matters that might be referred L..)

Committee by the Council or the Conference.

The following possible topics received support from a number of members:

People's participation in agricultural and rural development;
Environmental aspects of agricultural development;
Protection of animal genetic resources;
Economic significance of tobacco and its prospects;
Improvement of regional distribution and marketing of
agricultural products.

The following additional topics were also suggested during the discussion: Appropriate
integration of agriculture and forestry; Remote sensing for early warning and resources
management; Transfer of technology; Diversification of crops in substitution of coca and
other drug crops; Biotechnology and agriculture; Energy and rural development; Follow-up
action on roots, tubers and plantains; Progress report on FAO's study - "Africa - the
Next 25 Years"; Impact of decline in world commodity prices on food and agriculture
development; Women in development.

Taking up suggestions from the floor regarding the importance of linkages between
agriculture and forestry, the Chairman suggested consideration of possible consecutive
meetings of the Committee on Forestry and the Committee on Agriculture, giving an
opportunity for delegation members to participate in both sessions.

Date and Place of Next Session

The Committee noted that in accordance with Rule XXXII-3 GRO and Rule II of its Rule
of Procedure its Tenth Session should be held at FAO Headquarters in Rome. As to
timing the Committee recognized the advantage in holding Committee sessions comhnt
later in the year, possibly in the second half of April or early in May, and noted 1:11,:A7

the Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee would propose
the exact date, taking fully into account the overall meetings schedule of the
Organization.
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of Canad Lo FEW

AsgocaLa
G, CITNIV,R Hull
Chief

T1LeunALlon.7,1 Development
4Tucy

CAPE VERDF/ -A110 W

C3

COLOMBIA/COLOMBIE

Representanie
G. Roma
Embajado!:, '-'prcde! Le.te Permanente de
Colombia

;-cpLentes

0,(2. 417E". Roma
Primer Czoretac-Lo de la Embajada de
Coloic,ba EaLe la Vik0

'01,VDO Roma
Tinec
Colo-obi e F.nicr?_

1;e:pi.6senL.2oL

TCHlAih Rome
LerreloL,Int permanent du

Congo ouprs de lc, FAO

Suop3éant
HOM-20ULl Rome

GeoseiAlev, Rep ,innt per:nenenc

adjoint do Cergo Gprès de 1.a, FAO
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Ce

SPCHCERLOPES
ConseiAlEr, Re.pve.5atd::jou

E,?r-vetc da 3,1 f.60

G. de L -1/iATYNS WJARTE (Time) Rome
Ilcp17e:I nLaLim pc-cmi-

da

1-?Tsed:71te
G. CARRASCO Roma
Representante Permanente de Chile ante
la FAO

Suplente
C. DINATOR Roma
Representante Permanente Alterno de
Chile ante la FAO

CHINA/CHINE/q/ W

Representative
LI ZHENHUAN Ro me

Counsellor, Deputy Permanent
Representative of China to FAO
'N

FP ;t
AINA

Alternates
XU JI Rome
Second Secretary, Permanent
Representation of China to FAO

NA
A

qIN titl

GONG JIANCHUN Rome
Attaché, Permanent Representation
of China to FAO
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COSTA RICA

Representante
C. DI MOTTOLA BALESTRA Roma

Embajador, Representante Permanente de
Costa Rica ante la FAO

Suplente
Y. GAGO DE SINIGAGLIA (Sra.) Roma
Ministro Consejero, Representante
Permanente Alterno de Costa Rica ante
la FAO

COTE-D'IVOIRE

Alternate
G. POULIDES
Alternate Permanent Representative
of Cyprus to FAO

CZECHOSLOVAKIA/TCHECOSLOVAQUIE/
CHECHOSLOVAQUIA

Representative
G. MACK°
Permanent: Repreoentetive of
Ceecbosiovia 'etp

- C4 -

Rome

Rome

DENMARK/DANEMARK/DINAMARCA

Representative
J. GLISTRUP Rome

Permanent Representative of Denmark
to FAO

Alternates
C. THOMSEN Copenhagen

Professor, Royal Veterinary and
Agricultural University
S. SOENDERGAARD Rome

Alternate Permanent Representative
of Denmark co FAO

DOMINICA/DOMINIQUE

Representative
M.P. BENJAMIN Rome

Ambassador, Permanent Representative of
Dominica to FAO

Alternate
N.A. BENJAMIN (Mrs.) Rome
Embassy of Dominica

EGYPT/EGYPTE/EGIPTO

Representative
* ABD EL-AZIM EL-GAZZAR Ro me

Agricultural Councellor,
Alterna te Permanent Representative
of Egypt to FAO

EL SALVADOR

Representative Alternate
0-3J

E.G. POULIDES Rome * NABIL EL SAYED EL MOWELHI Cairo

Ambassador, Permanent Representative Deputy Director, Soils and
of Cyprus to FAO Water Research Institute

Représentant
K.D. TOMAN Rome

Represent:ant permanent adjoint de
Cdte d'Ivoire auprès de la FAO

CUBA

Representante
ARIZA HIDALGO Roma

Embajador, Representante Permanente
de Cuba ante la FAO

Asesor
NIETO LARA Habana

jefe Dpto. Cooperacion Internacional
Minister° Agricultura
M. INZAULGARAT GARCIA (Sra.) Roma
Segundo Secretario, Representante
Permanente Alterno de Cuba ante la FAO

CYPRUS/CHYPRE/CHIPRE

Representante
M.E. JIMENEZ (Sra.) Roma
Consejero y Representante Adjunto
de El Salvador ante la FAO

ETHIOPIA/ETHIOPIE/ETIOPIA
DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA/
REPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE DEMOCRATIQUE DE COREE/ Representative
REPUBLICA POPULAR DEMOCRATICA DE COREA A. YIEALA

Alternate Permanent Representative
Represenieittve of Ethiopia to FAO

CHA CHOL MA. Rome
Atcoche, eermanent Representation of
the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea to FAO

Alternate
LU -t-hK CROL Rome
S?cond Secretary, Permanent
Relyeesercealion of the Democratic
People': Republic of Korea to FAO



Représentant
J. POSIER

Ambassadeur, Représentant Permanent
de la France auprès de l'OAA

Adjoint
B. LEDUN

Chargé de Mission, Ministêre des
Affaires EtranOrs

Suppléant
P. PIOTET

Secrêtaire Géneral, Comité
Interministerial de l'Agriculture
et de l'Alimentation

Conseiller
J.L. GRAEVE

ReprésertaaL permanent adjoint de
7-ance euprs de l'OAA

Paris

Rome
la

Need - Division, International
A77:;.cu1Lurel Organizations
Federai Ninistry of Food, Agriculture
Forestry

Alretore
,UF.R. BOMMER Bonn

Pl'asídur o2 the German Council for
Tropical and Sub-Tropical Agricultural
Ros,,:.arch (ATSPF)

A. D,LIER Rome
Firsr Counclor, Alternate Permanent
Repreuenrative of the Federal Republic
of Germany ro FAO

D, VOU SYDOW Bonn
DepuLy Mead of Division, Federal
Ministry of Food, Agriculture and
Forestry

Representative
Z. IERONIMAKI (Mrs.)
Alternate Permanent Representative
of Greece to FAO

Alternate
C.C. MAVRIS-ZOUMIS (Mrs.)
Permanent Representation of Greece
to FAO

GUATEMALA

Representante
H.M. LOPEZ FUENTES Roma
Embajador, Representante Permanente
de Guatemala ante la FAO

Suplente
L. SANDOVAL VILLEDA Roma
Embajador, Representante Permanore
Alterno de Guatemala ante la FAO
M.L. ILPICLiT (Sra-) Roma
Primer Secetario, Representante
Permanente Alterno de Guatemala ante
la FAO

HONDURAS

Representante
A. LOPEZ LUNA Roma
Embajador, Representante Permanente de
Honduras ante la FAO

Suplente
14, PEINA (Sra.) Roma
Agregado, Embajada de Honduras

HUNGARY/HONGRIE/HUNGRIA

-05 -
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FINLAND/FINLANDE/FINLANDIA GHANA

Representative
H. BRENNER Helsinki
Chief Inspector, Bureau for
international Affairs, Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry

Alternate
C.A. HARTMAN

Minister Counsellor, Permanent
Representative of Finland 'co FAO

FRANCE/FRANCIA

Representative
K.A. COLEMAN Accra
Director, Training and Manpower
Ministry of Agriculture

Associate
K. ABANKWA (Mrs.)

Deputy Permanent Representative of
Ghana to FAO

GREECE/GRECE/GRECIA

Representative
ZELKO Rome

Counsellor, Permcnent Representative
of Hungary Lo FAO

Advisors
I. TIEMAR Dudapest
Deputy Director, Ministry of Forein
Trade

GALVOLGYE (Mrs.) Budapest
Senior Officer, Ministry of Agriculture
and Food

Alternate
Z. KALMAN
Assistant to the Permanent Represet.
of Hungary to FAO

Rome

Rome

Rome

Rome

Rome

Paris

Représencdnt
J.F. NGUCCA-NZE Rome
Ambassadeur, Repsentent permanent
di. G'ijuL1c.uprerJ de la FAO

SuppleTar;i-

I,A, PTAS C.Nup7,,) Rome
Deprésenranc permdbent suppi6ant du
Gabon eurr&s de la FAO

GERHANY, eEDET.;./:.L REPUPLIC OF/

ALLFAAGNE, REEUDh1QUE eEOERAhE D'/
AL1LNAJIT, PCP11 h1Oh FEOERAL 1)7,

e

Bonn



Representative
S.S. CHAVALY New Delhi

Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Agriculture, Government of India

Associate
A.M. KHALEELI Rome

Ambassador, Permane 'e3entative of

India to FAO
Alternate
V.K. SISAL Rome

Alternate Permanent Representative of
India to FAO

INDONESIA/INDONESIE

Representative
J. PIAY Rome

Ambassador, Permanent Representative
of Indonesia to FAO

Alternate
H.C. ATMADJA Rome
Acting Attaché of Agriculture
Embassy of Indonesia
H. ADANG Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
of Indonesia to FAO

IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF/IRAN, REPUBLIQUE
ISLAMIQUE D'/IRAN, REPUBLICA ISLAMICA DEL

Representative
HAMID REZA NI;HJ ISFAHANI Rome
Ambassador, Pelulanent Representative
ot ftal co FAO

IRAQ/IRAK

Representatie
* T.A. ALI.171EEDANI Rome

Aternate '::e:Aoanent Representative of
Iraq to FAO

' J1
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IRELAND/IRLANDE/IRLANDA

JAPAN/JAPON

Represei,Lative
K. SillWA1LN Rome
PecwneuL I:eptesentative of Japan to FAO

21.1earuat

S. liAKUNO Rome

Alcelo.7tee Permanent Representative of
Japan to FAO
il TokyoYINSUilURO

Senior Offical, Economic
Division, UniLed Nacious Feir

of Foleign Aft-airs
OP_RITA Tokyo

Ser_Lioo Chief, International Cooperation
InI:erooI7.5onal Affairs

DepJucdp:nc, EcoaGidic 4ffairs 1:,uceou
11:1111.1:.:t oc AguLc6111:ure foune -y
L=nd

K,*v,-.6LaLive
1. liAl1LTUV

Permanent Representative of Israel
to fAn

ALI:unote
S1.1SNAR Jerusalem

Director, Foreign Relations and
Technic,-,.1 Assistance Department
MiniLl:y of Agriculture

ITALY/ITALIE/ITALIA

Représentant
A.T. FRITTELLI ANNIBALDI (Mme.) Rome

RepvC.:sentant permanent adjoint
VILili: auprès de la FAO

Supplcs
SCARATTI Rome

Ministère des affaires étrangères
Direction coopération et développement

PALESTINI Rome

Ministère de l'agriculture
Direction générale production agricole

Representative
P.O. RYAN Rome
Agricultural Actoché, Deputy
Permanent Representative of Ireland
to FAO
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E. ERCOLE Rome

Minist de la sauté
Direction générale hygiéne et aliments
N. GIACONE (Mme.) Rome

l!iinistère de la recherche scientifique
C. ALBERTINI Rome

i:dnisc1.e de la recherche scientifique
C. BeTsBERIS Rome

Tnstitut ne,tional de sociologie rurale
L. DI DUSSOLO BATTAGLLA (Mme) Rome

Représenc.el.nc peemancnte adjoint

da aop,-; de in FAO
E. CALAWL Rome

Conseil de la recherche



Representative
M. WERE
Deputy Director of Agriculture
Ministry of Agriculture

Alternates
S.M. GUANTAI

Counsellor, Alternate Permanent
Representative
of Kenya to FAO
S.P. LESHORE
Alternate Permanent Representative
of Kenya to FAO

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF/COREE, REPUBLIQUE DE/
COREA, REPUBLICA DE

Suppléant
M. KHORAYCH
Représentant permanent adjoint du
Liban auprés de la FAO

KOO BUM SHIN
Agricultural Attaché
JANG BAE YOUN
Assistant Agricultural Attaché

KUWAIT/KOWEIT

LEBANON/LIBAN

Représentant
S. SARRAF
Chef de département
IRAL (Recherche agronomique)
Ministére de l'agriculture

-e-e
Li 1 ..7.0 Ly,

7 1 j 5 I
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Adjoint
T. DADA

1 3 1 3 ,
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Representante
Nairobi M. VILLA-ISSA Mexico

Subsecretario de Fomento Agropecuario
y Forestal, Secretaria de Agricultura y
Recursos Hidráulicos

Rome Suplentes
J.R. LOPEZ-PORTILLO Roma
Representante Permanente de Mexico
ante la FAO

Rome A. GUTIERREZ CANET Roma
Representante Permanente Alterno de
Mexico ante la FAO

Asesore
S. OSORIO
Asist. del Consejero Agropecuario
para Europa Occidental

Rome

The Hague
Policy Advisor of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries
A.J.M. OOMEN Rome
Head FAO Section,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
P.A.L. DE RIJK The Hague
Directorate International Economic
Affairs, Ministry of Agriculture
K. DE VEY MESTDAGH Rome

Rome Alternate Permanent Representative of
the Netherlands to FAO

NEW ZEALAND/NOUVELLE-ZEALANDE/
NEUVA ZELANDA

'

lJl J2-.-.-11 Representative
P.N. BAIGENTL53J
Counsellor (Agriculture)

Beyrouth New Zealand High Commission
Chef Section, Conseil du Developpement
et de la Reconstruction NICARAGUA

London

Representante
H. CARRION Roma
Embajador, Representante Permanente
de Nicaragua ante la FAO

Suplentes
V. ESPINOSA (DoNa) Roma
Representante Permanente Alterno
de Nicaragua ante la FAO

- C7 -
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KENYA/KENIA MEXICO/MEXIQUE

MOROCCO/MAROC/MARRUECOS
Rome

NETHERLANDS/PAYS-BAS/PAISES BAJOS

....5,<J1Representative
L.Th.B. HERTOG
Permanent Representative of the
Netherlands to FAO

Alternates
Beyrouch N. SLOT

Paris

Rome



Représentant
A. ANDRIATSIAFAJATO
Ambassadeur, Représentant permanent
Madagascar auprès de la FAO

Suppléant
R. RABE
Représentant permanent adjoint de
Madagascar auprès de la FAO

MALAWI

MALAYSIA/MALAISIE/MALASIA

Representative
J. MAZLAN
Alternate Permanent Representative
of Malaysia to FAO

Alternate
M.Z. MOHAMMED
Acting Permanent Representative
Malaysia to FAO

MAURITIUS/MAURICE/MAURICIO

NIGERIA
Rome

Representative

Rome
of PHILIPPINES/FILIPINAS

Representative
H. CARANDANG Rome
Agricultural Attaché, Alternate Permanent
Representative of the Philippines to FAO

Roma

Roma

Roma

Roma

CI, 91/9
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LESOTHO NIGER

Representative
J. LADAN Rome

Permanent Representative of Nigeria
to FAO

NORWAY/NORVEGE/NORUEGA

Representative
J. LEIRO Oslo

Senior Executive Officer, Royal
Ministry of Development Cooperation

Alternates
L. FORSELL Oslo

Head of Division, Royal Ministry
of Agriculture
N.R. KAMSVAG Rome

Alternate Permanent Representative
of Norway to FAO

Representative
G.P. KHOJANE
Ambassador, Permanent
of Lesotho to FAO

Alternates
T. NAMANE Mas eru

Director of Agriculture Research
M. RAMAEMA Maseru

Planning Officer, Ministry of Agriculture
P.N. KHADI Rome

Counsellor, Alternate Permanent
Representative of Lesotho to FAO
H.M. LETEKA Rome

First Secretary, Alternate Permanent
Representative of Lesotho to FAO

LIBERIA

LIBYA/LIBYE/LIBIA

Representative
* B. EL MABROUK SAID Rome PAKISTAN
Permanent Representative of Libya to FAO

Representative
J. MUSHARRAF Rome

Agricultural Counsellor, Alternate
Permanent Representative of Pakistan
to FAO

PANAMA

,t1.9.),...J I
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MADAGASCAR

Representante
Rome J.M. WATSON

de Embajador, Representante Permanente
de Panamá ante la FAO

Suplentes
Rome A. ACUNA

Representante Permanente Alterno
de Panamá ante la FAO
D. CH. DE VILLAMONTE (Sra.)
Primer Consejero, Representación
Permanente de Panamá ante la FAO

PERU/PEROU

Rome Representante
W. ZUNIGA TRELLES
Embajador, Representant Permanente
del Peril ante la FAO



POLAND/POLOGNE/POLONIA

Representative
M. PIOTROWSKA (Mrs.) Warsaw
Secretary of the Polish National
FAO Committee

Alternate
J. ORZESZKO Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
of Poland to FAO

PORTUGAL

Representative
L. PIRES Lisbon
Deputy Director General for Planning
and Agriculture, Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food

QATAR

ROMANIA/ROUMANIE/RUMANIA

RWANDA

Représentant
C. KAREKEZI Kigali
Chef de Division, Ministêre de
l'Agriculture, Elevage et Forêts

3___J Iöl .JI
SAUDI ARABIA,(KINGDOM OF)/ARABIE SAOUDTTE
(ROYAUME D')/ARABIA SAUDITA (REINO DE)

Representative
A.Y. BUKHARI Rome
Ambassador of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia to FAO

JJOL

LJJI(5,3J
Alternate
* A.S. HARIRI Rome
Assistant to Permanent Representative
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to FAO

SENEGAL

Représentant
L. GOMIS
Représentant permanent adjoint du
Sénégal auprês de la FAO

SIERRA LEONE/SIERRA LEONA

SPAIN/ESPAGNE/ESPANA

Representante
I. DIAZ YUBERO Roma
Representante Permanente de Espaffa
ante la FAO

Suplente
A. DE LEON LLAMAZARES Madrid
Director de Programas, Ministerio de
Agricultura Pesca y Alimentación
C. ALONSO Madrid
Jefe Cabinete de Derecho Agrario,
Ministerio de Agricultura Pesca y
Alimentación

SRI LANKA

Rome TANZANIA/TANZANIE

Representative
H. MWINYIGOHA Rome

Alternate Permanent Representative of
Tanzania to FAO
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Representative
T. DHARMASENA Rome
Counsellor, Alternate Permanent
Representative of Sri Lanka to FAO

SUDAN/SOUDAN

SWEDEN/SUEDE/SUECIA

Representative
ERICSSON Rome

Minister, Permanent Representative
of Sweden to FAO

Alternates
A. BERGQUIST (Mrs.) Stockholm
Secretary General, Swedish FAO
Committee, Ministry of Agriculture
L. LEANDER Stockholm
Deputy Head of Division, Swedish
International Development Authority

SWITZERLAND/SUISSE/SUIZA

Représentant
POPP Berne

Sous-Directeur, Office Federal
Agriculture, Ministêre de l'agriculture

Suppléant
MARINCEK Berne

Secrétaire du Comité National
Suisse de la FAO
P. WIESMANN Rome
Représentant permanent adjoint de
la Suisse auprês de la FAO



THAILAND/THAILANDE/TAILANDIA

Representative
A. SENANORONG Bangkok
Deputy Director-General, Department
of Agriculture, Ministry of Agriculture
and Cooperatives

Alternates
V. ISARANKURA Rome
Agricultural Counsellor, Permanent
Representative of Thailand to FAO

CHANTASEN Rome
Alternate Permanenent Representative
of Thailand to FAO
P. KORSIEPORN Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
of Thailand to FAO

TUNISIA/TUNISIE/TUNEZ

Représentant
* M. ABDELHADI Ro me

Représentant permanent de Tunisie
auprès de la FAO

(3..3 L.,,J . r
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TURKEY/TURQUIE/TURQUIA

Representative
T. ISKIT Rome
Permanent Representative of Turkey
to FAO

Alternate
ISTANBULLUOGLU Ankara

General Director of Projects
&tad Implementation, Ministry of
Agricuture

Associte
H. C,CH Rome
Agricultural Counsellor, Deputy
Permaoent Representative of Turkey
to FAO

UGANDA/OUGANDA

Representative
M. SIMBWA-BUNNYA Entebbe
Principal Research Officer
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

UNITED KINGDOM/ROYAUME-UNI/REINO UNIDO

Representative
J.R. GOLDSACK London
Deputy Chief Natural Resources Adviser
Overseas Development Administration

Alternates
P. TULEY London
Senior Agricultural Adviser
Overseas Development Administration
G.G. FREELAND London
Animal Health Adviser
Overseas Development Administration
R.F.R. DEARE Rome
Minister, Permanent Representative of
the United Kingdom to FAO
J.D. AITKEN London
Head of FAO Section
Overseas Development Administration
C.P. WEST (Miss) London
Principal Officer, Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

Advisers
E.A. ATTRIDGE (Mrs.) London
Grade 3, Emergencies, Food Quality
and Pest Control, Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
A. COVERDALE London
Senior Economic Adviser
Overseas Development Administration

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA/ETATS-UNIS
D'AMERIQUE/ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA

Representative
D.G. BURNS Washington, D.C.
Associate Deputy Chief for Programs,
Soil Conservation Service
Department of Agriculture

Alternates
W. DENNEY Washington, D.C.
International Relations Adviser,
Office of International Cooperation
and Development,
Department of Agriculture
H.T. JENNINGS Washington, D.C.
Chief, Agricultural Development Division
Office of International Development
Assistance, Bureau of International
Organizations, Department of State

Advisers
D. WEYGANDT Rome
Acting Permanent Representative of
the United States of Mission to FAO
J.E. ROSS Rome
First Secretary (Food and Agricultural
Affairs), Alternate Permanent Rep-
resentative, United States Mission to FAO
R. VAN HAEFTEN (Mrs.) Washington D.C.
Office of International Cooperation
and Development, Department of
Agriculture
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VENEZUELA

Representante
M. FERMIN-GOMEZ Roma
Embajador, Representante Permanente
de Venezuela ante la FAO

Suplentes
M.A. CASELLAS OLIVO (Dra.) Roma
Consejero, Representación Permanente
de Venezuela ante la FAO

I I I z3_., -11 I _

YEMEN, PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
OF/REPUBLIQUE DEMOCRATIQUE POPULAIRE
DU YEMEN/REPUBLICA DEMOCRATICA POPULAR
DEL YEMEN

Representative
* A.M. KHALED Rome

Ambassador, Permanent Representative
of the People's Democratic Republic of
Yemen to FAO

aJU-

YUGOSLAVIA/YOUGOSLAVIE

Representative
M. TAPAVICKI Rome
Permanent Representative of Yugoslavia
to FAO

ZAIRE

ZA;ALIA/ZAMBIE

Representative
M.N. LISWANISO Rome
Ambassador, Permanent Representative
of Zambia to FAO

Alternate
T.F.F. MALUZA Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
of Zambia to FAO

PL.Lc31 JJ 0_1,31.)JI
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OBSERVET:B F MEMBER NATIONS NOT NEMBER3
OF LU ITTEE/OBSERVATEURS D'ETATS

HEMERES NE SIEGEANT PAS AU COMITE/
DESERVADORES DE LOS ESTADOS MIEMBROS

QUE NO SON MIEMBROS DEL COMITE

BURMA/BIRMANIE/BIRMANIA

U SAN MAUNG Rome
Ambassador, Permanent Representative
of Burma to FAO

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC/REPUBLIQUE
DOMINiCAINE/REPUBLICA DOMINICANA

D.M. CEDENO PEREZ Roma
Consejero, Representante Permanente
Alterno de la República Dominicana
ante la FAO

MALTA/MALTE

A. GAUCI Rome
Alternative Permanent Representative
of Malta to FAO

URUGUAY

G. SOMMA RIBA Roma
Representante Permanente Alterno del
Uruguay ante la FAO

4 I

HOLY SEE - PERMANENT OBSERVER
SAINT-SIEGE - OBSERVATEUR PERMANENT
SANTA SEDE - OBSERVADOR PERMANENTE

* H.E. Agostino FERRARI-TONIOLO
Permanent Observer of the Holy See to FAO
Vatican City

* Dr. Lelio BERNARDI
Vatican City

I c...11..J1_,1
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REPRESENTATIVES OF UNITED NATIONS AND
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES/REPRESENTANTS DES

NATIONS UN1ES ET INSTITUTIONS SPECIALISEES/
REPRESENTANTES DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS Y

ORGANISMOS ESPECIALIZADOS

WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME/PROGRAMME ALIMENTAIRE
MONDIAL/PROGRAMA MUNDIAL DE ALIMENTOS
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G.Y. VAN HAELST (Ms) Rome
External Relations Officer

BURKINA FASO Division of External Relations

I. GANSORE Rome

Attachée, Amssade du Burkina Faso



UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAME/
PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES POUR
L'ENVIRONNEMENT/PROGRAMA DE LAS NACIONES
UNIDAS PARA EL MEDIO AMBIENTE

R.J. OLEMBO Nairobi
Director, Environmental Management

EKBLOM Geneva
Director

:i:JONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION/
BUCEAD INTERNATIONALE DU TRAVAIL/
OFICINA INTERNACIONAL DEL TRABAJO

I. CORDISCHI Rome
Assistant Director, ILO Branch Office

WORLD BANK/BANQUE MONDIALE/BANCO MUNDIAL

BLANCH' Washington D.C.
Assistant Diurector, Agriculture and
Rural Development Department

INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL
T) VTEIT)T-1717FONDS INTERNATIONAL DE
DEVELOPPEMENT AGRICOLE/FONDO INTERNACIONAL
DE DESARROLLO AGRICOLA

S. HARALAMBOUS Rome
Assistant to Chief, Policy Department
E. PACHERO Rome
Senior Economist

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY/AGENCE
INTERNATIONALE DE L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE/
ORGANISMO INTERNACIONAL DE ENERGIA ATOMICA

B. SIGURBJOERNSSON Vienna
Director, Joint FAO/IAEA Division of
Nuclear and Biotechnology Applications
in Food and Agriculture

a*I0F#P1tf:
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

COMMUNAUTE ECONOMIQUE EURUPEENNE
COMUNIDAD ECONOMICA EUROPEA

sgcN

JI

OBSERVERS FROM INIfRCOvEUP
ORGANIZATIONS/OBSEaVATEORS LES

ORGANISATIONS INTERGOUVEaNEFENTALU/
OBSERVADORES DE LAS ORGAN1ZA:IONE

INTERGUBERNAP1ENTALS

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK/TANQUE ArracA!),
DE DEVELOPPEMENT/TANCO AFKICANO DV
DESARROLLO

M.T. FUTA Abidjan
Division Chief, General Agriculture
and Rural Development

INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK/BANQUE
INTERAMERICAINE DE DEVELOPPEMENT/DANCO
INTERAMERICANO DE DESARROLLO

E. AMPUERO Washington, D.C.
Agriculture Specialist, Agricultural
and Forestry Development Division
Project Analysis Department

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION
DEVELOPMENT/ORGANISATION DE COOPERATI(
DE DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUES/0a4ANIZA
DE COOPERACION Y DESARROLLO ECCOICOS

G. VASTA Rome
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APPENDIX E

STATEMENT BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL

Mr. Chairman,

May I first extend to you my warm congratulations on your election to this
important post.

The Committee on Agriculture deals, I need hardly say, with the subject that is the
very essence of FAO. This gives it a unique status among the Technical Committees of the
Organization. I am delighted to see so many participating Member Nations and Observers
here today.

Our debates will take place against the backdrop of a world agricultural situation
dominated by more than ample supplies at the global level. However, conditions in
individual countries vary widely from surplus to serious shortage. The contrasts are
especially striking in Africa South of the Sahara. This year 12 countries need donor
support for triangular and "swap" arrangements to- dispose of their temporary cereal
surpluses, while 5 countries still require substantial emergency food aid.

Globally, surpluses have put pressure on prices. In many developed countries
farmers' incomes have declined, and their distress has begun to spill over into the
agro-industrial sector. Fertilizer prices and the demand for agricultural machinery have
fallen sharply. As well as farmers, many agro-industrial enterprises, both large and
small, are facing financial difficulties.

Trade prospects, to which I shall return in a minute, are highly disturbing for
exporters, and especially for those developing countries that depend on agricultural
products for most of their foreign exchange earnings.

Indeed, many of the poorer food-deficit countries find themselves in an agonizing
position. They have finally resolved to devote more resources to agriculture. But
reduced export earnings, huge foreign debt problems, and limited aid flows, make it more
and more difficult for them to translate this decision into practice.

Paradoxically, the overall situation could provide a new opportunity to promote the
acceleration of agricultural development in the food-deficit countries. Up to now, aid
in kind has consisted mostly of food. Tndeed, food aid is currently running at a level
equivalent to more than 20 percent of official commitments of assistance to agriculture.
There is a general recognition of the overwhelming importance of fertilizers, improved
seeds, pesticides and appropriate machinery, but such inputs have been provided as
aid-in-kind on a much smaller suile than food.

I believe there is a serious case for stepping up input aid-in-kind, especially but
not exclusively to those African countries which are facing serious problems both with
their agricultural production and with their balance of payments. Thus the under-used
capacity in the industrialized world could be mobilized to produce inputs which the
poorer nations could not normally afford to purchase. At the same time, aid would be
directed toward building up the delivery systems, and developing the policy framework,
which will be required if food-deficit countries are to maintain a higher level of
agricultural technology at a later stage when international input aid is progressively
scaled down.

We have now embarked on a detailed study of this idea, in the light of discussions
at the last Regional Conference for Africa, and at the FAO Council in November. We have

asked both donor countries and African Governments to nominate contact points for the
collection of information. Detailed case studies are being made in Ghana, Niger, Senegal

and Zambia. A study is also being made of the policies which have led to Zimbabwe's
success in establishing a modern agricultural sector in which inputs play an important

role.



We shall be giving a brief progress report to the Council in June, but the first
substantive results of this work will be available only later in the year, in time for
the Conference in November.

Returning to the overall situation, there are unfortunately no signs of any major
improvement in the near future in world trade in food and agricultural products. A great
deal must therefore depend on a successful outcome in changing the conditions of this
trade in the new Uruguay Round of GATT multilateral trade negotiations. It is already a

significant breakthrough that agricultural products will receive a comprehensive

treatment for the first time.

This is so important that I would like to mention a few further details. The

Contracting Parties to the GATT have agreed that it is urgently necessary to bring more
discipline and predictability to world agricultural trade by correcting and preventing
restrictions and distortions, including those related to structural surpluses. Greater
liberalization of agricultural trade (including that in processed and semi-processed
products) will be sought through the reduction of import barriers and stricter discipline
in the use of all subsidies and other measures affecting agricultural trade either
directly or indirectly. The negotiations will give special attention to tropical
products.

FAO is ready to make any contribution that may be requested of it to help in
ensuring the success of the Uruguay Round.

My remarks so far, Mr. Chairman, have dealt mainly with the problems arising from
overproduction in agriculture. These exist side by side with problems of underproduction
in food-deficit countries, which are of course far more serious in human terms since they
are among the principal causes of rural poverty and of hunger and malnutrition. The

problems of over- and underproduction are linked, in that the surpluses overhanging world
markets and the resulting low prices make it more difficult for the governments of
food-deficit countries to give their farmers adequate incentives to expand domestic
production.

It is therefore appropriate that three of the selected development problems for
discussion by COAG this year are concerned with some aspect of raising production in
developing countries. One of them deals with the dryland areas that are being so rapidly
degraded as a result of the pressure from human populations and their livestock. Another
6-;:aws attention to the often neglected roots, tubers and plantains which are important
traditional food staples in many tropical countries. The other is about some aspects of
land tenure, in particular the effects of the subdivision and fragmentation of holdings.
It thus takes us into the wider questions of more equitable access to production
resources, and of poverty-oriented rural development, addressed by the World Conference
on Prarian Reform and Rural Development in 1979.

One of the most basic requirements for increasing agricultural production in the
developing countries is of course the availability of sufficient funds for investment. I

1). ve already mentioned the growing difficulties of these countries in finding enough
domstic resources for this purpose. Increased development assistance for agriculture is

specially vital at the present time.

Official development assistance for agriculture has fluctuated considerably, but it
is a long time since it has shown any really significant increase in real, inflation-
adjusted terms. By far the most important single source of aid to agriculture is the
World Bank. The eighth replenishment of the Bank's International Development Association
was finally agreed last December. We can be happy that the agreed level represents a
substantial recovery from the low figure of the current period. However, we must also
realize that it is less in real terms than the figure originally set for the sixth
replenishment in 1981. We await the outcome of the current negotiations for the third
replenishment of IFAD, which is so important for agricultural and rural development, and
for the fifth replenishment of the African Development Fund.

After speaking of certain prominent features of the world agricultural situation, I
would like to mention some of the internal FAO matters with which the Committee is also
concerned.
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Our programme is still a hostage to the cash flow problems that have beset the
Organization for more than a year. I have been obliged to make savings which now amount
to some $21 million. We are trying to minimize the damage to activities of highest
priority, but the situation remains one of grave concern. Today, however, I shall
concentrate on the future work of FAO.

As usual, this Committee is the first to discuss my initial proposals for the
Programme of Work and Budget for the next biennium, and for the mediumterm objectives of
FAO, as they start on their way through the Programme and Finance Committees and the
Council toward the ultimate decision by the full Conference of all Member Governments.

The present financial problems have made it unusually difficult to draw up my
proposals for the Summary Programme of Work and Budget for 1988-89. The Committee has
before it an extract relating to the Major Programme, Agriculture. I have, in spite of
the overall constraints, felt able to propose a modest shift of resources to the
Agriculture and Economic and Social Policy Departments, which are responsible for the
execution of most of this major programme. If my proposals are approved, there will thus
be a small increase of $3.6 million in the resources available to the two Departments in
1988-89 as compared with the approved budget for 1986-87.

These immediate proposals have, as always, to -be looked at in the wider context of
longerterm requirements. There were some suggestions at the last Council Session that
the time might have come for another of those fundamental reviews of FAO's longerterm
priorities and objectives which the Organization has undertaken from time to time. We

have therefore used a broader brush than usual in the document on this subject which we
have prepared for the Committee.

We have put forward first our view of the longerterm goals and strategies for
world agriculture up to the end of the century and beyond. Within this general
framework, we have suggested a set of more specific objectives for the work of FAO. In

approaching this subject, we must in my view seek to blend continuity with
innovation.

The agricultural scene is in perpetual evolution. New technologies, new
perceptions of development problems, constantly modify the nature of the challenge facing
us. We are shooting at a moving target, and must be ready to shift our aim.

But at the same time, we cannot afford to drop existing lines of work every two or
four or six years, just because new issues suddenly seem to become important. If we jump
about constantly from one objective to another, we shall wind up finishing nothing, and
accomplishing nothing. Agriculture moves at the rhythm of the seasons. Patience is a
necessary virtue also of the international agricultural policymaker.

In other words, if we are too conservative, and cling tenaciously to the objectives
and programmes of the past and the present, we run the risk of becoming outdated and
irrelevant. If, on the other hand, we constantly pursue novelty and change, we shall
sooner or later lose credibility and support. These are the two rocks, the Scylla and
Charybdis, between which we must attempt to steer.

Mr. Chairman, it only remains for me to wish the Committee an interesting and
constructive session. Your conclusions can be of great value, not just for FAO, but for
agricultural policymakers in our Member Nations.










